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Page 8, New Mexico Daily LOBO, February 27, 1979

PERSONALS

1.

WATCIJ REI'AII\ AND )cwclrr repair. Deal big

.non: prices,

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
trrt~cption, .~lcrlllnulon,

nborli_an. Right to

Choos~,

.'14·0171.

04/l7

PIH·GNI\NCY TESTING AND counseling. Phone
Z47·9RJ9,
04127
PASSPORT aod IIJENTIF!CAT!ON PHOTOS, 3

for $1.7:'ill _Lowest price\ il1 town! Fast, pleasing,
ncar llNM. <'~til ?.M·Z444 or come to 1717 Glrurd
Blvd. N£•:,

04/27

SOWTJONS~

l'OJ.IsHINti &
<·n,cy Optical ('ompnny. 265·8846,
('ONTACTS?'I'I

04/27
WR!l rm.s: AN hNG~.IS/-1 DcpL.~,pousor~d tnhloid
i\ now llcccptin~ poetrY and prose (flclion and nOll•
ric:tlon) submissiOns. We fC(Jitcst t)uit work be typed

ami dr..'livcn·d 10 fltrmunlth:s gm.272. Contrlbqtors
muH be ~JNM Hudcnu. We cannol rcwrn
nliHIU~J.:nPJ~.

tfln

/NC'OME TAX RETliRNS done For"' loW"' $5.1XI
pt:r .rc1uru. Guurnntccd 10 b~:: nc-curate and t:Otl!Pli!te.
Spl'Cilll ~1\H.lent rnte~. Plel•w eflll 266"4444 between
1Dnrn ~1111.5rnn for more information.
02128

WOOl) ynu hdlcvc ... 3019 CENTRAL Nl!. Three
dtltm eu!.l. ~l( I ,obo Thcntrc.
OJ/07
YOOA Hm HEALTH, aiH.J rcl<txlllion. 877·SIB3
nfwriJpm and wccktmcl::..
02128
i·.XI'RESS YOUI(SHLF AT <he Craf! Shop/
l~llotognlplly, silvcr~millling, ceramic~;

FfCC W!lrk.~IJOpS'

11'1 SlJU bnscmcnt.

und lots more.
03/02

.H\Eli CERAMIC WORKSHOP Mondays u:oo.
8:00pm !11 Thl.! Cr;•ft Shop ·In SUD bnscmcnt. Also
l'hoto!lrnrhY work.'.hop~ Tlntrsduy~ 6:0fJ.Il:O(). OJ/02
THEFW WIL.l. IJE

a. Prc·Hcalth Professions

Club

meeting nt. 7:30pm on Mond;~y March 5 in Ortega
151. Topic: Vmcrgcncy MNiicinc.
03/05
THH LIVING IJHAD ... Can you live af!er you die'!
02127

Nmm

A H1/W to New Orlcnns for Spring Hrcak1
We nc~.:d il rider 10 slwrc gns. Call. 277-3987 or 277.
4878.
OJ/OS
A(iORA IS liNM'S cri~is cc.mtcr, .Stl\lT~;d b)' ·student
volunt~:cr~ whn cun help In pcr.~o11al crisc.'i und who
~:an provitlc informution on ~crvicc~ nvailabJc. 277·
.1013.
02/27
CAS I-I PAID I·OH used women'S clothing·-curreut
~lyle\. 2123 Sa11 Mateo NE. (Hchilld RJ\0 SHOP.)
1-J!C.~. 1hrll Sat. lOam- Jpm. 268·2823.
03/09
I lUSKY & Slll'PIIf~RI) (.'ROSS puppy. 6 mos-. old.
lias ~hot'>. Needs 11 big yarcl. Very ~marl. f:rcc to a
goml ho111c, 2(l6-6475,
tf/n
N.C. H.(). MEETING THURSJJAY Fcb.22, 1979 a<
7:3Upnt Chicum, St udic~. Be thcn.!l!
02127
l'IIE .ESTAHLISHMl:NT, drink, dine & clanr::c

experience

rrc~!.!ntin_g

the

)lapple~t

haJlp)' hour and

d;mcin~c~l lllU\iC down~Wir~: nl"'o serving the finest In

r,t~nk~. prime rib & -~carom! up.~Hiirs. Sunday the
\V,;ltcrnJchm Jug Band, i-10:30,. witla ~ol 5crutch
rue~·Snt,

1·1 :30.

MoiJ(tom~ry

Pla.zu Mull, 883·6555.
tfln
"'v"'v"'n"':I~"'A.,.N"'S-:"'T"'II"'m"'w"',"'w"'l""t.l,..
• .,.be-a-o-,co""<i,-11&-of I he
Student Veteran~ As\(ldat.lan 2·27-79 S:UOnm, Room
IOS4 Mc'u Vi~ta II all North.
02/27
A(ir·: UNI>ER 251 Don't buy tmlo il)surtmcc unlil
you check our tlcw rntes. Height~ office Ui6-R21 '!,
mid· town 243·5528, Gnlh;:g(J~ Agency.
03130
1

l·RISIJiiE
John~on

2.

Ml'ETJNG

THURS.

March

Gym 180.

I 6:311

_03/0l

LOST&FOUND

LOST: TUIIQUOI~E AND jacklah 11ccklacc.
-Scntinlctllal valu~. Reward. 277-6151.
02128
L.OST~ C'IUOl.A HIGH ring, initialsJ.E.A. Reward.
898·5959.
02128

3.

SERVICES

TYPINti, NIGHTS, WEEKENDS. Pat, 293·6668.
03/06

TYPIST • TERM PAPER.S 1 Thesis, Rc:'i.umcs. 299·
OJ/06

GUITAR l.ESSONS: ALL. styles. Marc's Gllifar
Swdio. 26S-331S.

trtn

L..od~;

Jean.

offer.
Cali Pat 294·:JZ()9 evenings or 345·2649.
llxccJ]enl fQr small bJJslness"
02/27

.2318

160 CASS~TT~ RECOI\DER w/DolbY,
02/28
GeRMAN SIIEI'iiERO·DOil.ERMAN cro''
puppies. $25.296-2974.
02/28
TEAC

$1~0.2ls.4770,

SINGER PUTV.R:A "fOP of the- lfnei slightly used,
bul .~till under warranty, au~om<ltlc bobbin wlnder,
blindhcms, makes buJtonholes, has CllmpU!erl,cd
!!trc!ch stilch. Also docs lols of raucy !ititchcs.
l~cgularly $BOO. Now $150. Cash. Call Z99-6347 or

04/1 I

I'IWFESSIONAI. TYPINO, 111M Sclco<ric. On

gn.tcluatc .1chools li~l of recommended typi~ts. Frances
llnle, 266·1!4$2.

02/27

881-4889,

IIELP WITH Jiancr~? Typing, cdliing,
revision, rc~wtrch, 281-3001,
03/07
HAVE t>APERS 1 THESIS to 1Ypt.1 in a hurry? Call
e~Cpcrienci:d t.ypis-f. 265·0023, Chcapcsl rate.
OJ/02

Nnno

TUTORING

AVAil.ADLE

FOR

disodvnmagcd

in [!rc-Nursing cour~e requln;:ments:
Ill, 212; Diolosy 123,238 1 -239; Nursing
240i Phurmucology276. CniJ 277~2507,
03/02
Chcmi~lr)'

4.

HOUSING

NOB lULL MOTEL. Rcuson{\ble t.Jpil)' and w.cckly
rates; 3712 Cent miSE ncnrUNM. Phonc2jS-3172.
03/08
-A~LP~l-IA
__S_T_U_O_IO-.S-.-F-U_R_N-IS-li_E_D-,-he_a_!e--d~

mlrig pool, security guard, <~II utilities: paid. $1)9,00
monlhly. Ncar Coronado nnd Winroc)s:. 6200 Indian
School Rd. 883-5777.

02<:28
THE CITl\DEL··SU.PERB location ncar UNM &

6- · - -EMPLOYMENT
- - - ·_,._ _ _ _ _ _ __

downtown. Good bus service every 30 minutes. I

bcdroon~ or c[ricicncy, $/85-$2)0, All u!ililics pnid,

Deluxe klich<:n whh dishw~sh1l'r & dispoSal,
rccrcrulon ropm, swimmiog. pool, TV room &
laundry. Adult _complex, no pcu. 1520 Univcr.<ihY
NB, 243-2494,

04/27
THREE UEDROOM, double ba<h,
off Sah Pedro, $11S, feJiccd, kids, pets'. 262-175"1
UNilEATA~LE

Vnllcy Renlals $35
I'IUVATELY

fe~.

QJ/0~

FENCED TWO bedroom

off

Mountnin. Modern apli<lrlCC~, storngc, $120. Kids
line. 262~175 I Valley Ren_tal.~ SJ.!i rec.
03/02
NEED A RENTER while on Sabbouical? Call 268·
7627,

03/02

COZY SOUTHEAST ONE bedroom •. newer fur·
nishings, $hopping nearby, $100 includes utiliiics.
262·17~1 Volley Rcn!nls$35 fe<,
03/02
ROOMMATE WANTED. BRAND new, 1wo

b~drpom upar~mcrn with Wa~hcr/dr)'cr. $H)O.OO
month. Cnll Cathy after 5:JOpm.
02/27
Al.L UTILITIES PAID. Carpl'led 1hrcc bedroom,
renccll yunl, kids, pets. $190. 2fi2·1751,
03/02
AVAILABLE MARCH I, EFFICIENCY ap!.
Walking d!stnnce·~UNM-~TVI. Util. paid.
$"5/nlonth. 345~2627 or 842·0830,
, 03/02
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED !o 'hare Fur·

11i.shcd

toWilhOl!SC

I mile from campus. $1_10 mo.,

ulililios poi~. Z42-2214 after IOpm,
03/05
FOH RENT; APPROX. mid-March: ocw furnished
~tudio

02/28

VOLVO 1225 1961. Parting out. Good engine, many
other parJs. Cull265·0023.
03102
1966 FORD GALAXtE · 7 Iller Series, PJ.3·PS-AC.
New tires, new buttery, Call Gordon 293·9732 after
6:30.
.
03/02
66 WHITE MUSTANG, brand new 200 CID engine;
automatic Jrnnsmi~sio''• new tires, AIC, $2300, Call
~94-71161.
tf/o
VESPA MOTOR SCOOTER 4·spccd 125cc, NEW,
03/02
90mpg. Cr 0/g, 88).0004.
GUITAR AMPLIFIER: ACOUSTIC l!0-10;, ,..
ccllcnl conditio11. Negotitlblc.266-7294.
03/05
1968 MERCURY COUOAR··SOQ~ conditlon··bUI
needs some work, Call 243-7387 or 266-6475.
$500.00,
!Fin
LABRADOR CROSS PUPPIES free to good home.
Eigh! weeks, 345-9230,
03/0;

-~tudenls

MEN! WOM,EN! JOBS. Cnllsc st]lps! frclghtcr__s. No
experience. High pay! Sec E\!ropc, H<!Waii, Austrnlia,
So, Arucric;~. Career, Summcrl Send $2.75 for 'info,
!o SEA WORLD IJZ Box 6103~. Sac<o .. CA 956~0.

03/05
OVERSEAS JOBS··SUMMERIYc>Ir round, Europe,

S, America, .Australia, Asia. ct~. All fields, $500 ..
$1,200 monlhJy, Expenses. paid. Sightseeing. Free
inro.-Wrilc~ IJCt Box.4490-NB, Ber~cley, CA. 94704.
03/05
SUMMER JOBS IN Ala>kn. High pay; $800·
2000/month. Pnrks, Fi$hctjes, und more. How,
where 10 get jobs, Send $2 1o Ala~co, 1'.0. Box 2480,
Goleta, CA, 93018.
02/27
TEACHERS NEEDED ALL subjects,. Freedom
Univcr~ily, 266·7619. Classes begin April 9!h.
Deadline for np)llicmion Mar.! st.
02/28
PART TIME JOB graduate students only. After·
noons and evenings. Musl be able to work Fridny and
Slllurday 11ights. Must be: 21 }'cars old. Apply in
person, no phone calls please, Savcway Liquor Stores
at 5104 Lomas NE, 5Sl(J Mcnaul NE,
03/09
PART TIME CAMPUS COORDINATOR,
organizing experience preferred, approximah:ly 25.
hr.s./wk. Contact NMPIRG, 217-27$7.
03/01
PART·TIME JANITORS. male and fc1:11ale, evening
or morning hours, Apply Marlin Mainlcnance J3l
Mesilla NE, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 3:00·
6,00pm.
02/28
CAMP FJRE SUMMER residen-t .camp positions
OIJcn. Counselors, nurse, cooks, horse- ditector,

apnrtmcnt whh fireplace, skylight, wood
naors; nertr UniversitY: $175; 266·7698.
02/28
FOH RENT: ROOMS in cx.soroi'il)' house on
cmJlpus. Kitchen, parking privileges. Utlllllcs paid.
Female grads preferred. Darburn: 842-9309 or 842· -;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;,;;;,;;;,;o;;;~
t9J.I.

02128

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share large 3 bdrm.
home with malt: & r~rnalci 1 mile from camJlUS.

$13Smo. includes utilities, washct-dr~cr, yard, the
works. 266~2905 or242·2259.
02128
ONE OR TWO rematc roommmc~ needed to .share
three bedroom house in Sl!. $100/monlh plus share
or utililie.s. Furnished except for I bedroom. 268~

I

PEUGEOTBicycles
Best Prices in Town

...LI..Moped
3222 Central

beautiful unique two bedroom close to UNM, buses,
hospital. $200. 294~7217.
02/28
FINDING

SERVICE.

C\

erting~

5.

262-091l6.

Ol/01

FOR SALE

WANTED··DOUB~Il

BED.-any kind. Call 2Sl·

lfln

9349.

8_._ _MISCELL.AN.
E. ou· s
_ _ _ _ _;...._ _ _...:;...._

Specia-l
J.obs and Trave·l
Issue

-

NEW WATERIJED. $!09.95 boys you !) dark

walnut-stained noor· frame. 2) .safely liner, 3} finest
lap S.cam mattress, any srzc with lhrce year guarantee~
Wa1er Trip!i, 3407 Central NE.
()4/27
LOOK I NO· FO~ GROUP 0 and
blood donor'!>;
Please contact; Division of Tropical & Gcographk
Mcdl,~inc, 943 S!anford Dr, NE M-6, 277~300i or
277·281 J arJd ask for Larry Sax..
· 02/ZS

a

Makers
H
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Cheese
5 Fou.ndation
10 Italian wine

50 Air. counlry
51 Malay gib-

-

bans

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved:

see inside·pages

53 S.F. trans.

system
center
55 Container .
1~ Big Wind.
56 Foremen
15 Baffle
61 N.A Indian
16 Preposition
62 Retrieval
1 7 - - pie
64 Alaskan gov19 Curling team
ernor
20 Declarer
65 Deputy
21 Comic strip 66 French river
word
67 Pleat
22 Poems
68 Tries
23 Smells
.69 Equipment
25 Before:
DOWN.
Prefix
1 Ova
26 Dull noises
2 Arrow
30 Sp. title
3 Gr. goddess
31 Explore
4 Encounter
34 Look lor
5 Defies
. 36 Encourages
6. High mount
38 Entreat
7 Excesses
39 "Good
8 Loafs
show!"
9 Search
42 River to the
10 Dawn godVolga
dess
43 Upright:
11 Wandering
2 words
44 Billow
Jew, e.g.
12 Sound
45 Rule out
47 German arti- 13 Printing fluids
cle
49 African vil18 New: Prefix
lage
24 Declail]1

'.

25 Annoyers
26 Pork product
27 Moused
28 Of running a

business
29 Eur. titfe
31 Dep.
32 Cuban
dance
33 Watered
down
35 Wedding
word
37 Tree
40 Chemical
suffix
41 Right: Law,
var.

DAILY

46 Serve
48 Drives back
51 Faithful
52 Soak
53 Type of meat
' 54 Constella·

55
57
58
59

Wednesday, February 28, 1979

~9643!i4;

843·2945.

days
02121

MOVING, MUST SELL: green Herculon

sofa-~

tfto

Sekai, Fuji, Azuki • 3, 5, 10, 12, Speeds

ALL MOPEDS - 5% Above Cost .
1718 Centra I SE • 243·9630 • Behind Okies
Discount Prices • Corne In end Compare • Open.Mon.-Sat.10·5

~
ie

~
~

By JEANETTE KING
For the· second time this
semester, the ASUNM failed to
hold t!)eir meeting because quorum
was not met.
Last night's meeting was con·

60 Silver mark-

Ing: Abbr.
63 Toronto's

prov .

883JHIJ(>

ASIJNM President Mimi

Xerox

Swan~on

COLOR COPIES
In brilliant color !!I
CQples In color from colored
pictures, photos, etc.

/

50% OFF
with student 10
RAPID COPY XEROX CENTER ,
· 3515 Wyoming NE
(near Ccmanohe)292·0757

Sat.9:30.3:00

::tc••••·····················~·······..

Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo
'*·

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15c pcn"'ord, $1.00 minimum l'hargc
Terms Cash ih advant•e

EX-UNM student
convicted of murder

Neurosis affects vets

Marron Hall, Hoom 105
Mail To
U!';:\f Box 20, L1 ni\'(·rsit\' uf !'\:ew \lexic<1
Alhuqucrqtu.•, ~('W M(•xit.·o Sit:H

'
t.
I

'

(<·

,.

..·'

Organizations observe
Ash· Wed11esday today

Hours: S::Jo A.M. to 4::JO P.:\1.
:\lc;nda y th ru Friday

Bnclosed $~--- Placed by --~---Telephone_~-~--

s1dered to be very important by
several senators.
Included on the agenda were
three presidential 'vetoes, which
several senators were attempting to
override; a move to oust Phil
Hernandez as president protempore of the seqate; and consid~:ration of a censure of Sen. Phil
Abney, who has missed every
meeting since Nov. 1,~. 1978. ·.
ASUNM Vic~·fresident Leonard
Garcia .eJ;:cuseai<Sens;.Gienn Tiger,
David Epstein and Carol Sumpter
from last night's meeting7 Sens.
Abney and Jeff Piper were
unexcused.
Sen. Kathy Bernier said she
thought the situation was
"ridiculous.''
"I show up here very damn week,
rearrange my schedule, and then
wait an hour for quorum to meet, if
it meets at• all " ·

suffering at the time of the incident off shotgun" would be dismissed
By CHRIS MILLER
Tms IS 'DIE Fli6T IN A SEREs ON from ''traumatic war neurosis" and provided Coug!Jiin behaved and
continued to respond to the drug
READ! 1:~1!\1 I· NT 'rouNS~UNG FOR VIET could therefore not be bela
abuse
treatment that began soon
criminally
responsible
for
his
acNAM ERA VEreRANS.
after
his
arrest.
tion.
Last May thrice-decorated VietWayne Jeffrey Robinson, 18, a former UNM freshman w!Jo was
Coughlin's
case has become one
Kirby
and
the
judge.
agreed
that
a
Nam veteran John R. Coughlin, 33,
found guilty on two counts of first degree murder Monday, was
5
lesser
charge
of
"owning
sawed•
took his sawed-off s!Jotgun and
. described by one of his fraternity brothers as a "great guy."
began firing at the Quincy, Mass.,
"It was, a shock to all of us," said .Forrest Smith, a member of Phi
police station from a cemetery only
Gamma Delta, t!)e fraternity to which Robinson belonged. "He was a
100 feet away.
real close friend of mine.''
"The gooks are everywhere, the
Robinson was found guilty in the shooting deaths of his former
gooks are here! Kill them! Kill
girlfriend, Christine Hitchcock, 15, a Manzano High School · them!" Coughlin began shouting as
sophomore, and her new boyfriend, Tim Walker, 16, of Eldorado
he fired on the station.
High· Scho~;>l. He was also convicted· of aggravated battery in the
Police quickly surrounded the ex. . .
wounding of Mrs. Evelyn Walker, Tim's mother.
Marine, but held their fire,
"Robinson was a fall pledge and would have been a full-fledged
recognizing that the man appeared
member in August," said Phil Sisneros,, president of PIJi Gamma
to be crazed,
Delta.
Sensing ·the situation, police
"He never officially dropped out of the fraternity;'' Smith said.
shouted among themselves in
Robinson is being held without bond ·until IJis sentencing'on March
impto'!ised military jargon: "A
I6.He has been in custody since Nov. 3 w!Jen he was arrested about an . company is located over t!Jere. B
·
hour after the shootings.
Company has been pulled back. C
Robinson faces possible life imprisonments on each of the murder
Company will move in." After
charges and 7 to IS years in prison on the aggravated .battery charge.
several pleas from police to
".He was quiet and kept mostly to himself," said Robinson's friend,
'surrender, Coughlin hesitated for a
Jay WalsiJ.
moment,. bewildered. Tbe· veteran,
w!Jo bad been high on drugs and
.
.
alcohol the day before, then stood'
up and shouted, ~'Kill mel Kill me!
I will not give up my weapon."
He fired his shotgun one last time
into the air and ran. Upon reaching
Today is Ash Wednesday, the day marking the 'beginning of Lent in the edge of the cemetery, where
.Christian theology. Lent covers the period from this day until Easter, April Coughlin. smashed his weapon .
against the. gate, police'· finally
Is. It is traditionally a period'offasting and repenting of sins.
'
Several. religious organizations on campus are· observing Ash Wednesday sulxfued·him.
Last
week
Norfolk
_County
by holding special services today.
Aquinas Newman Center, 1815 Las. Lomas Ave. NE, is-holding masses Assistant District Attorn¢y Gerald
who was representin·g the
at noon and 4:30p.m., and will have a 'Special penance service at 7:30p.m. Kirby,
state at Coughlin's trial, accepted a ·
The Veterans Administration has recently urged Congress
Canterbury Chapel, 425 Universityl3lvd. NE, will IJavean organ recital "state medical diagnosis which to appropriate funds to give professional readjustment
. at n6on, followed by a service at 12:30 p.m. A service will also be held at
determined that Coughlin was . counseling to Viet Nam era veterans.
5:30p.m.
·

regular price

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): I. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8, Miscellaneous.

By MIKE HOEFT
Several ASUNM senators are trying to establish closer tics between
Greeks and dormitory residents which may result in a substantial voting
bloc in campus elections.
An informal discussion regarding a loose coalition came up at the
The meeung was recessed four Residence Hall Student Association meeting of Feb. 20, said association
times, and then finally cancelled president Jolyn McTeigue.
McTeigue, a freshman in Santa Ana Hall, said~senators Mario Ortiz,
more than an hour and a half after
Peter Pierotti and Jim Anaya suggested the dormitories could work closely
it was scheduled to begin.
Garcia said he plans to assess the with Greek organi~ations.
·"If united and voting together on each other's budgets, it would be
voting records of the senators, and
said he expected to request two to easier to pass the measures," McTeigue said.
Ortiz and Anaya are members of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity. Pierrotti,
resign.
"That wouid lower the. quorum though not a Greek, is a former president of Coronado Hall. ·
J\1cTeigue said the dorm association .is planning a dinner with t!Je
requirement from 14 to 12 .• which
would make meeting quorum a lot presidents of campus fraternities and sororities. The dinner would be held
after the group's budgets have been proposed, she said.
easier," he said.
Pierrotti said he considers the dorms the most powerful bloc now, and
ASUNM
~resident
Mimi
Swanson said, "I don't think the credited the on-campus residents voting at La Posada last spring with
·
senators are really serious - they defeating the budget referendum.
"If
they
(the
groups)
did
work
together,
there
is
the potential for a very
.
_ blew t!Jis t!Jing up. They're not
bloc,"
Pierotti
said.
' ·
powerful
voting
concerned about overriding my
authorities
srud
'there
arc
more
t!Jan
1400
persons
in
t!Je six
Resiqence
vetoes.
dormitories
this
semester.
Approximately
1100
students
are
members
of
At one point Sen. Eirik Johnson ·
fraternities
and
sororities.
said, ''I move we pretend Sen. Jeff
Only about I ,000 of an eligible 15,000 students voted in last fall's senate
Piper is present."
J o!Jnson said the resignations of election.
Pierrotti said coordination of activities between t!Je groups also could
Sens. Sumpter, Abney and Piper
help
organize campus events such as Homecoming and spring Fiesta.
should be requested.

uorum ·not met

lion
Imp
Dirty fog
Dried
Italian commune

268-39+9

Norzh ,,f Menaul at
2813 San Ma!ro Nf.

Voting bloc
proposed·

Ne\N .Mexico

Mahjongg

••••••••c••••••¥•••~·······~··•••••••
~
AM PUs BIKI:. & MOPED
-tc
~
iC

advisors; .Residence h~ll staff app!iqmts. being
sought. Earn room, board, moruhly stipend,_
Gradual c. studcm.s also r~ceivc wit Jon waiver, Apply
Asso1=i<H~ Dean pf Students Office, La Posada HqiJ.
Dc_<n.Uine; March 2, 1979.
02127

WOOD yp_u beli~ve ... JOJ9 CENTRAL NE,, three
doors e~st of LQbp Th.eatr.c.
03/07
WHAT'S A FANZINE? CQmC to'SF3 m~eting noOn
Tuc~day 2/27, SU_(J room 250-A..
02127

~'"'c.~;g

1973 DODGE DART HARDTOP, air, power, lop

condition, $1690, ·eves •• weekends.

1972 U.S. MAIL DELIVERY van, Ford, automatic
trano;mission, 20,000 original mUcs. Must. Sell··best

~

265-87R6, 9:00-4;30,
03/05
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS AND undcrgrndua<e

SCOITSTEREO RECEIVER, 18 waus pcrchanncl,
less than 6·months old. Sl49.95. 843·6097.
02/27

S60.00, Call265·1036.

-tc ·

director, program director

ne<~ed,

rea House

All

tastes, ngc~. Selection guamntCcd.
$1 S.OO with 1,11, The Roommmc Gallery. 266·59S9.

03/01
EFI'KIENCY APT. AVAILAI!LE March I. Ncar
gtoccry. laundry. TVI·UNM. $120/mo. Morning~,

~nvironm~ntal edlfCati~>n

Expert Repairs

0114.
02/28
APARTMENT FOR RENT, uvnllablc Mnrch I,

ROOMMATE

QA TYPINO SERVICE. A compl~lc lyping and
cdi10rbl .C.Y!oolcfl\. Technical, gcncr~l. legal, medical,
o,cholnslic. ('harls & 1ablcs. 34~~2125.
04121

wofk, Mother

('cJI!rnl SE. 266·1202,
03/07
TYPING, FIRST Q!JALITY.IIolly243·3463. 03/01
l'bRFECTIONISTTYPIST··26R·4073, Michelle.
03/02
24 HOUR TYJlJNG .s-ervice, 255·94'26, 842·1383,

background~.

KINKO'S TYPING SUR VICE (ll.IM Sdccarie) lind
now 3 ruirmtc Pm;spon PhOtos. No nppoinfmcnt.
26R·H~IS Wcdokcy<.
lfn

8970.

Gmuuntcc~

.,_;;.·
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Hanoi con'fident
despite invasion
HONG KONG (UPI) -China's
10-day invasion of Vietnam has not
shaken the confidence of leaders in
Hanoi, who apparently believe they
can win the war without Soviet
intervention, western analysts said
Tuesday.
Although China says its stillunspecified goals in the invasion are
limited in scope, Peking eventually
must figure out a way to withdraw
its troops from Vietnam without
making it look like a retreat, one
diplomatic source said.
''The Vietnamese are very
confident," a western analyst said.
"They don't feel chastized, They
feel they will punish the Chinese."
The major indiciation of this is
Hanoi's refusal to commit major

New Mexico Dtlily Lobo
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No. 108
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Tlw N('w ~h':dco Dally IAJ/JO is puhli~hed
Monday through Fridny fNI.!r)' rt:'gulur WL't'k
of tlH' Unh'L•rsity yeur und Wl'Ckly durlnv; tlw
sunm1~r ~l"S.~i(1r1

bv thf: _Board of Student
l'llhlil'IJ!fons of thi! iJ tli\-'<.'rsltr (tf New ML•xic.1>,
nnd h nut. fim1nciuli.Y u.\.scwlutl.•d with UNM.
s(~{'Ollcl dR~S J>O!.(U~l· pt..id ~It Albuqu~rque,
Nt•w M(•.dco 87131. Sulllicriptitm rnto is
$10.00 forth~· !lCild~·lllh! ~,_.a_r.
Tlw opinions t•lo;pn:;sl•d on the L'ditntlal
paw·~ uf Tlw J)tJrfy 1.()1111 JJrl~ thrHt.• of the
nuilwr snll'l>·· Uu~ol~nt'tl opiuhm is that of tim

t•diwrfiJI hourc.l ur Tht• Dully Lnlm. Nothing
prlnlt•d tn TIK' •Duily Lobo IJt't't'S~arily
a•pr<$CiHs tht• vit.•w;; of llw Uniwrsil,\' u£ Nt_m
Mi•X1CO.

World News
Reforms proposed

portions of its regular army to the
border fighting, despite the loss of
. four provincial capitals.
"Although hard information
from the front is scarce, it appears
the Vietnamese are leaving regular
army troops in reserve and leaving
the fighting up to border guards
and militia," one diplomatic observer said.

- Combine the court of claims
Supreme Court by giving the court
WASHINGTON (UPI)
and the court of customs and patent
President Carter Tuesday proposed more control over its. own docket.
- Eliminate from district courts appeals into a new U.S. court of
a wide-ranging pac,kage of reforms
desigped to streamline the federal the burden of hearing cases in- appeals for the federal circuit The
court system and break the backlog volving the citizens of different new court would set up a panel to
of cases, trim costs and give the states, Nearly 25 per cent of the advise it on operating procedures
"One 'possible scenario is for poor an equal standing with the. civil caseload of federal courts and practices.
Improvements in judicial
China to keep going until it draws rich.
. involves the citizens of differ~nt
administration, such as setting fiveThe 'proposals would amount to states.
in the Vietnamese regulars and then
say, 'Let's t11lk,'" he said. But the "a major step forward in the ad- Offer federal assistance to year terms for chief judges,
Vietnamese have said they won't ministration of justice," Carter states and localities to encourage clarifying the makeup of appellate
talk while there are still Chinese told reporters in announcing six the use of small cl11ims courts and . panels and making it easier to
bills being given Congress- five of neighborhood justice centers in transfer cases from one court to
soldiers in Vietnam,
another.
·
"However you look at it, it's them offered last year but never minor disputes.
going to be hard for China to stage approved.
any kind of orderly withdrawal
''My proposals are intended to
without making it look like they increase the efficiency, cut the cost,
lost."
and maintain the integrity of our
Another analyst said it appears federal courts," Carter said.
The proposals would:
the Soviet Union has don<; little to
- Allow district courts to adopt
help its Vietnamese allies other than
a plan for arbitrating civil cases
to warn China to withdraw "before
involving only financial· claims of
it is too late."
$100,000
or less.
The degree of Soviet involvement
Expand
the jurisdiction of
would appear to be related to how
magistrates
so
misdemeanor and
WASHINGTON-The White House today expressed "graye concern"
well the Vietnamese hold up against
vii cases could be over Israel's decision not to send Prime Minister Menachem Begin to a
uncomplicated
ci
the Chinese, a diplomatic observer
said, "They seem to have great handled entirely by magistrates, if Mideast summit meeting scheduled at Camp Daivd this week.
The refusal of both Begin and Egyptian President Anwar Sadat to meet
confidence in the Vietnamese," he the parties involved agreed.
- Ease the burden on the at the request of President Carter means there will be no such "summit."
said.
Although Carter had no immediate personal comment, White House
officials were obviously concerned· about the effect on peace propsects in
the Middle East.
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Peace problems

"A Place We Know", by Kim Hedrick, is one of over 60 work~ by UNM artists which will
appear in this spring's issue of Conceptions, Southwest, on sale beginning March l9.

Rationing measures

Prices increase
KUWAIT-Official OPEC oil price levels crumbled further Tuesday as
Kuwait put into effect a hike of 9.35 per cent and said it would increase its
rates further every month as long as market conditions warrant.
Giving an indication ofthings to come, Iran's revolutionary government
said its oil exports would resume March 5, but at prices $4 to $6 above the
$1 4level now adopted by Kuwait-a further' increase of 28 to 42 per cent.
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Popejoy. Hall presents:
Jazzdanse Theater •
Waves IV at 8:15 p.m.
Biology Seminar: Dr.. M. Kemp ol
Texas Biology Building Am. 139
at 3:30p.m.

CLASSES RESUME I .I
ASA Gallery· presents:
.
Paintings of Mark
Lavatolll All Lecture: Tlmoihy
Barrett. Papermaker, Fine Arls
Center, Rm. 2018.at 8:00p.m.

20

26

2.7

GREEK WEEK
COMMENCES

c:he5tra at8:15 p.m.

Art Lecture: Peter Bllan,
Fino Ails Center Rm.
:1ll18 at 8:00p.m.

Biology Seminar:- Dr.
Kodric Brown from the
University of Arizona'
.
Biology Building, Rm.139 at3:30

for 2 or 3 hours a week of your spare time.

I
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Donate Plasma

3012ndSt.,SW
243-4440, 243-4449
·.·.
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Sub Thea. tor. pr
.. •sents:
Blond Cobra, Thls Is Jl,
Later That Same Night,

a Saint Flournoy at8:00 p;m, PEC

Soavey

on

Adventure Tales, Varna,

9

P.opo)o. y Ha.ll presonta:
Spectacular V at 8:15.
Honors
Cent_er
presents: f'odger Anderson .on
Implications or Nuclear Wlsle
and Energy from 2·4 p.m. Film
Commlllaa presents: Jane Eyre
at 7:00 and 9:15 p.m. Womens
Basketball: Roglonals at 7:30
p.m.

16

Womens
BasketbaU;
AIAW Soctlonals at 7:30
p.m.

~

Roday
Theater
prosonta:
Spring
Awakening ot 8:00 p.m.
Popo
Hall preunts: NM Sym·
phony Orchestra at8:15 pJ11. Sub
Theater presents: W:R Mysteries
of tho Organism at 7:00 11 9:15
p.m. Women& Basl<etball: UNM
Ys. N. Arizona at 7:30p.m.

19.

SPRING
RECESS
BEGINS! Cultural Com·
mlltH presents: The
Soun of Music at PopeJoy Hall
at 8!15 ~.m. Sub Theater
presents: The Bonk Dick al 7:00 a
9:15 p.m. Womeno Basketball:
Rtglonalo at7:30 p.m.

17

Cultural

PATRICK'S PAY I I I Womons
Basketball: AJAW Secllonals at
7:30p.m.

24

29

ao

a1

Po. pejoy Hall presents:
U'l Abner at 8:15 p.m.
Sub Theater presents:
Sandwoman's Moon, The Rhyme,
The Fisheries, Rate .of Change. &
Same Difference at 8:00 p.m.
Campus Crusade FOr Christ
Family Practice Bldg. Rm.:r40 al
7:00p.m.

Keller Hall presents:
Tho Saraphln Trio at
8:15 p.m. Honors canter
presents: Coffee & Conversation
SBfltslrom 2-4 pJ11. Sub Thaalor
presents: A Night AI The Opera
at7:00,9:15,11 11:30

Honors
Center
presents: Peggy Bock
on Storytellers &
nstrols from 2·4 p.m. Popejoy
Half presents; LI'J Abner at 8:15
p.m. Sub Theater presents: The
SOducllon of Mimi 117:00,9:15, II
11:30

Series

presants: Nail Parenti
.Mime at 8:15 p.m. ST.

.
23

Sub Theater presents:
Midnight Cowboy at
7:00, 9:15, and 11:30
p.m. Womans Basketball: AIAW
Nationals at7:30 p.m.

Rodey
Theater
present. s: Aladdin ATid
.
Tho Wonderful Lamp at
30 a.m. & 1:30 p.m. Popejoy
Hall presents: Ll'J Abner at 8:15
p.m. Sub Theater presents: Tho
SOductlonof Mlmlat 7:00,9:15, Jr.
11:30

.ti~ll?

NucleoProtein
Hair Care
Products

266·2272
2316 Central SE
. Across from Popejoy Hall
Look for our coupons in Mondays papers

For the Best
In

.disco

;pe~-

;c:·~.•. ,.~ 6307· M 8e 8n 1a. u5. 12N2 E3.··•
.•

1()1

I<MS

starting at $89.50
20% off all trucker
skis while they last
Il• .

Hono.rs- Center presan'

Wendell

22

Sub Theater presents:
Womens
QasketbaU:
Gal)' doberman's Works
AIAW Nationals at 7:30
at 8:00 p.m. PEC
p.m. Sandia Kiwanis
presents: Lunchtime entertain· and Popejoy Hall presents: Don
mont In the SUB from 11:00 • 2:00 Cooper • Builds A !Joat In Pope·
p.m
.
Joy Hall at 7:30p.m. Sub Theater
•
presents: Portrait By Jerome Hill
at 8:00p.m. Campus Crusade F...
Christ Family Practice Bldg. Am.
340 at7:00 p.m

7804 Central SE 255-0166
( Between Wyoming & Louisiana )

. ~·' ...

'.•
'

21

U.nisex Hair Design Center

,)."'\ l\ \'·

·-~·

at7:

Campus Cr_usada For
Clvlst Meeting, F.amlly
Practice Bldg. Rm. 340
p.m.
.

t\larlrlnllll International

This ad worth $5 extra
Albuquerque Plasma Corp.

14

1 P.

Pee-presents:

Lunchtime
Entertain·
mont In the SUB from
11:00 ·2:00p.m.

Saturday

a Lore from 2·4 p.m. Popejoy Holt
presents: NM Symphony Or·
chostra at 8:15 p.m. Film Com·
mlllee: Rebecca at the Sub
Thealer at 7:00 and 9:15 p.m.
Womons Baskotbalt UNM vs.
Arl20no State at 7:30p.m.

~

Cross cQuntry
ski packages

appointment.

2

Art Lecture: James
Sub Theater presents:
11 Prlmltlve
Ramsey,
·Films
of
George
Forma and the Modern
Landow & Paul Sharlts
Architect" Fine Arts Center, Rm at 8: p.m. Campus Crusade For
2018 at 3:30 p.m. Sub Theater Christ Meeting, Family Practice
presents: Films of. George Lon· Bldg. Rm.340 al7:00 p.m. WresU·
dow & Pavld Rlmmar at 8:00 pJ11. lng: NCAA. Rodey . Theatar
PEC presents: Lunchtime Enter• presents: Springs Awakening at
talnment In the Sub.
8:00p.m.

The $55
haircut
for a
whole lot
less, $13.50

.
· You may save a life!
It's easy and relaxing. Be a twice-a-week regular.
$10 cash each donation, plus bonuses.
.
N~w donors only. Phone for

Friday

Hair Designs For Guys & Gals

·Your home
for maxell
tapes
Expert advice on the
the best tape for
yo-.r deck•special prices
this month. Cassette·
reel/reel·8 track
3011 Monte Vista NE ~:..:.•J.b~'4

7

presents: LunchUma Entertain·
menlln tho SUB from 11:00 •2!00
p.m.

Spring Break Is Coming

Reservations & Information
836·6868 or 1·800-433·7300
Or See Your Travel Agent

'. ' '·,

19

Popejoy Hall presents
Jazzdanse Theatre •
Waves IV at 8:18 p.m.

p.m.

American Airlines

....

18

Kellar H.·all.prosents:
UNM Chamber Or·

Sandia Kiwanis and
Popejoy Hall presents:
The Mlni·Coimh1as of
Europe In Popejoy Hall at 7:30
p.m~ NM PJrG presents: Poetry
Readl ng • Allen Ginsberg and
Robert Creeley at woodward Hall
ai7:30p.m.
·

P.ope)oy Ha.II presents:
Wast Opera Theater
Production of Ole
Flodermaus at 8:15 p.m. Art Lee·
ture: Mary Giizzard on uMexJcan
Processional Images•• Fine Arts
Ceriter, Rm. 2018 at 8:00p.m.

12

ConcepUons
South·
west, UNM's AriSI
Literary magazine, Will
go on sale thl s week fat $2.00 In
Marron Hall Am. 105, and In the
book!it ...as.

6

5

11

25

Find out why we are the No. 1 Airline
for domestic travel in survey after survey

•

Pq)ejoy Hall presents:
The UNM Symphony
Orchestra with Joel
Rosenberg at 8:15 p.m. Jonson
Gall,ry prei•nts: Palntlng_s of
Allee L Howe. Rodey TheaJer
presents: Sprints Awakening at
3:00 and 8:00p.m.

WASHINGTON-A government study said Tuesday there is not
enough evidence to conclude radiation is the sole cause of cancer in people
who contract the disease after exposure to low level radioactivity.
The preliminary report by the interagency taskforce on ionizing
radiation held out little hope to cancer victims who believe their proximity
to nuclear test, uranium or x-rays caused their disease.

earn $100
a month.

Thursday

Wednesday

Film
Committee
pr01ents Film ol Sidney
Peterson at the SUB
TheatOI' at8:00 p.m.
Campus Crusade tor Christ,
Family Prac. Bldg. Rm. 340 at
7:00 p.m. Art. Lecture: Thomas
Walsh FJne Ar1s Center, Rm.2018
at 8:00 p.m. Roday Theater
presents: Spring Awakening.

4-

. Radiation report

MIAMI
NASHVILLE
NEWARK
NEW ORLEANS
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
ROCHESTER
SAN FRANSISCO
TAMPA
WASHINGTON, DC

Tuesday

Monday

1

WASHINGTON-President Carter has asked Congress for authority to
order coupon-type gasoline rationing and three other mandatory conservation measures for use in severe energy emergencies, the energy
department said Tuesday.
In addition to rationing of the kind last useo during World War II,
Carter's proposed standby measures to force fuel savings include weekend
service station closing, temperature limits for public buildings and a ban on
non-essential advertising lights and lighted store window displays.

ONLY ONE AIRLINE
CAN FLY YOU TO
.ALL THESE PLACES
BALTIMORE
BOSTON
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
.
COLOMB US
DALLAS/FT. WORTH
DAYTON
INDIANAPOLIS
KNOXVILLE
LOUISVILLEMEMPHIS

Sunday

'

·•

8904 Menaul N.E.

I,
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St·udents get aid
for foreign jobs

Federal blackmail

By JAMES FISHER
At IE!ast 16 of the 50 statE!S are rE!sponding to fedE!ral forced spE!ed
limits by attempts to abolish those laws I!Yithin their borders.
Only fE!deral blackmail - withholding desperately needed highway
construction money - prevE!nts most states from at least charging no
penalty for driving up to 70 miles an hour.
In the western states, roads are designed for fast and efficient travel;
they lie straight and wide for miles on end - encouraging all but the
incapable to cruise safely at well over the federal suggestion.
And no one - not all the time - drives 55, Those you le11st expect
to, speed - nuns, policemen, United States. Army chauffers and even
United States senators .
If anything the new speed limit brings the average driver's pace down
to just under 70 - the previously agreed legal limit. A recent report
from the Federal Highway Administration included figures indicating
more than half the nation's motorists who were monitored were exceding the legal speed limit.
Transportation Department officials have estimated the new law has
saved more than 15,000 lives, but traffic deaths rose by more than 2,100
in 1978.
More than 8 million speeding tickets were issued for the fiscal year
ending Oct. 1, said the report, yet the 1978 highway death toll exceeds
the 50,000 mark for the first time since the new speed law was imposed
in 1973.
What good does the new speed limit do? Does it save fuel?
No, quite the contrary, said a local tractor-trailor distributor. Because
of the high speed gear ratio in almost all modern tractor. rigs, 55 miles an
hour is a very inefficient speed. The rigs, said the distributor, consume
less then 40 per cent less diesel fuel at 70 miles and hour than they do at
55.
Multiplied by thousands of tractor rigs on the nation's highways the
savings in diesel fuel alone are considerable at 70 miles an hour.
At least allowing driver's to return to orignally designed faster speed
limits will save fuel, free police for more important duties and will not
increase traffic deaths.
Why then, does the federal government now stop its blackmail and
allow its people the freedom to choose for themselves?
It is time for the states to take a sta[ld, to collect - without penalty
- their tax dollars as they see fit.

Job ·tips given
Looking for a ~ summer job?
While there are more summer jobs
this year, even more people are
looking for jobs, said Barbara·
O'Brien, editor of the 1979 Summer

tbusiasm. Asking questions shows
you're interested.
Places like dude ranches and
national parks hire people who look
and act healthy. Be careful about
your appearance in a personal
interview. Stand up straight, sit up
straight and don't slouch.
(c;ontlnuod on poge16)

thun'derbird
travel agency

3205 Centrat N.E
Albuquerque, N.M.
265-5961

Career .resource fair set

~

lf.l€ ~INOlR~'( (~\~)

Although the current Job market
for college graduates tends to favor
persons with technical or science
degrees; a · UNM career services
adviser said' liberal arts students can
also be successful in finding em.
~
ployment.
Tina Ludutsky-Taylor of the

DOONESBURY

Letters
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Abortions editorials
deepen contro-versy

F/EIJ), IF yO{}
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Editor:
It is not a necessary choice, they are not damaging bills and yes,
there are many sufferers. During early adolescence, I made the mistake
of aborting a potential human being that someone would have loved to
love. At that time I either ignored or denied any implications of my
action. I am not blaming my youth because many adults are seemingly
making "rational" decisions today as I did four years ago.
I'm compelled to attack these losing choos~rs with any verbal
weapon I can muster. It certainty is not easy to argue reasonably when
emotions play such starring roles.
First off, James Fisher is swimming in the wrong sea, diseased on
every shore with his sorrowful and oh! so poignant tale of the selfstyled abortion. What pathos! Pregnancy as a result of rape? Get down
to some nitty-gritty research; Jim-boy, instead of. groping for bluemoon evidence.
How ironic the statement: "How many women will that amendment
(outlawing all abortions) kill?" In the real world it's more like this: "How
many lives has abortion thrown in the wastebasket?"
Stick to taking pictures, Mr. Fisher. Maybe an eight by ten glossy of a
three-month-old fetus will crash your caravan.
Second, the "necessary choice" editorial started out so sinisterly
sympathetic that I almost needed a bedpan. So now in our enlightened
age abortion is one of the logical solutions to overpopulation? Oh myl
Why not get into the China-Vietnam war and knock off a few million?
Or how about a People Pollution Temple with cyanide cider? How bitter
a choice.
.
Please don't equate abortion with "the freedom to control basic
happiness."
Funny, I didn't realize you could "control" happiness (basic or intermediate) until I read the LOBO last Thursday. I'm going to have to
read it more often.
You bet your life I'm a right-to-lifer.

Opinion

Regional hot spots
By JOHN CHADWICK
With spring break just around the corner, so is vacation and travel
time. Thousands of college students will be flocking to the west coast,
Mexico and just about every major city in the country.
However, freeways are jammed enough as it is in the large
metropolitan areas of this great land. Why go to what you are trying to
escape from?
There are some places within a two-state range of New Mexico that
are "off the beaten path,'' so to speak.
One might start with Virden, N.M. Only 30 miles northwest of
Lordsburg in the southern part of the state, this place is real gem.
11/!obile homes dot the landscape, lending to the area's charm.
The Gila River flows nearby, and sometimes over the town.
Franklin, Ariz. is only a hop, skip and jump away. This bustling
metropolis is a one-of-a-kind locale - it is the midway point between
Virden and Duncan, Ariz.
Franklin is dominated by coyotes, dogs and a few rabbits.
Dos Cabezas in southeastern Arizona is a thriving community of
about five. Named for a nearby mountain, the town may be seen while
passing through, you don't blink.
·
Of course, there are places east of Albuquerque deserving equal
consideration for the tourist dollar.
House is one of them. Located in east central New Mexico, it is
somewhere Taiban and McAlister.
And, of course, there is always Nutt, N.M., gateway to Deming.
Wherever the student-tourist goes for spring break, there is always
the chance for automotive failure. If this is the case, most of the
aforementioned communities are. lacking repair service. It is advisable
to carry, in tow, a spare car- just in case.
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Christina Burke
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Editor:
James Fisher's editorial in the Feb. 22 LOBO lacks integrity. Doesn't
he have the journalistic process backwards? Isn't it the job of an
editorialist to present the true facts of a story and then make some sort
of comment from this account? If this is so, then Mr. Fisher has failed
and has in fact contrived a situation to support a preconceived opinion.
His argument is based on a sensationalized story rather than on
documented evidence and demonstrates journalistic laziness. It is~ronic
how his editorial uses the same guilt-influencing methods supporting
legal abortion.as those pro-lifers use to attack it. His artificial illustration
does nothing and only serves to defeat his entire argument. Incidentally, the El Cid bar is located in the southeast heights and is nowhere
near the Coal stre~t overpass.
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.employer would like to read in a
letter of application." She compiled the following list survf.ying
the employers who seek summer
workersthrough the directory.
~ Aml!rican stud<:nt~ can find job~ in France, .Ireland, Great Britain
of the
·.Employment Directory
Summer camps, for c.xample,
and New Zealand this summer with the aid of a program sponsored by
United
States,
O'Brien
warns,
"If want people with leadership perth<: Council!)n Int<:rnational Educational Ellchange.
•
you. really want an interesting sonalities. Be attentive in a personal
Clark Calahan of the UNM Office of International· Programs and ~
·
summer
job, apply before the end interview. Show energy and enServices said, "Jhe CIEE Wor!> Abroad program virtually eliminates
of
februrary.
The exciting jobs go
the red tape that students faced in the past when they w1111ted to work
fasV'
overseas."
·
Even though the 1979 summer·
H~ said program J)l!rticipants must find their own jobs, but will
Employment
Directory lists over
receive .the help. of cooperating student travel organizations in each
50,000 summer jobs, O'Brien says
country.c
there wiU be several' candidates for
"The jobs are usually in the unskilled category," Calahan said
each
job, and many candidates for
"such as work in factories, department stores and hotels. Salarie~ ar;
the
more
desirable jobs..
low, but the students generally earn enough to pay for their room and
Getting a summer job often
board while they work."
·
~
depends on learning the special
To qualify, students must be between 18 and 30 years old and must
things
summer employers look for
be able to prove their student status. To work in France, studeots must
in
a
job
candidate, O'Brien says.
· .
be able to speak French.
''You're
in a better competitive
More information is available from Colahan at 1717 Roma NE on
position· for a summer job if you
the UNM campus.
know in advance what your in\,
terviewer wants to hear, orwhat an

Editorial

~-
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Editor:
We felt compelled to voice our opinions regarding your editorials of
Feb. 21 and 22 on the abortion prposals that are now before the state
legislature.
We realize that somewhere ih these editorials there was a message.
However, they were so melodramatic and superfluous they were impossible to find. We feel it is important for a University newsf>aper
which reaches so mMy students to take a stand on such ali important
issue but when these read like a bad B novel, those views are lost.
Perhaps in the future~ it would be best to stick to the issues and leave
the theatrics to daytime soap operas.
·
Jane Campbell
Pam Olsen

by Garry_ Trudeau

more added to a growing list that
indicates Viet Nam veterans have
higher rates of suicide, divorce and
mental breakdowns than the
population at large. Many veterans
became drug addicts in Viet Nam.
Many returned to the United States
to face public neglect or, worse,
characterization as criminals by
antiwar protesters, and imem'ployment among veterans has
continuaily been high.
In reaction to the special
problems Viet Nam veterans have
encountered,
the
Veterans
Administration has recently urged
Congress to appropriate funds to
give professional readjustment
counseling to Viet. Nam era
veterans.
VA chief ·Max Cleland, who
testjfied 10 years ago before a
congressional committee about his
own problems in readjusting after
being severely wounded in Viet
Nam, has given new testimony
before the Senate Veterans Affairs
Committee seeking readjustment
counseling legislation. The committee, chaired by Sen. Alan
Cranston of California, afterwards
introduced legislation which would
allowthe·VA too:
-Provide Viet Nam era veterans
with a broader range of
professional readjustment coun~
seling, and, when considered
necessary to the veteran's health,.to
his family.
-Treat veterans with drug and
alcohOi abuse problenis in com·
munity facilit~,
Operate a fiv¢•¥eat pilot program
of preventive. health services for
~: veterans· with· servk:e~colutec:ted
disabilities. ~
"Our ll11Petience indic;~tes that
counseling for many veterans with
readjustment ·problems ••. is long
overdue./' Cleland said.
He said that some veterans were
reluctant to seek" readjustment
assistance because of an un· ·
willingness to admit they· could not
solve their own problems.
, The propo$al ~ would make it
possible for~ eligible Viet Nam
veterans and dependents to be
counseled by professionals without
the need for referral to a VA mental
~health unit,
First-year costs for the program
·are· estimated at $9.9 million,
Cleland said,
States attorney Kirby had his
own thought about war neurosis
following Coughlin's trial: "If the
damn thing is there,'' he said, "let's
admit 'it, not tag it with 'cowardice'
or j)Ut it in the closet and pretend
it's not there.''

UNM Student Financial. Aid and
Career Services Office said it is
important for liberal arts studcmts
to contact her office early in their
college experience to begin identifying their skills and interests and
to begin exploring career opportunities that match their skills
and interests.
.
"Students who, ate willing to use
our services and put in some effort
can be successful in getting a job,"
Ludutsky~ Taylor said. ·"Employers.
of liberal arts students don't usually
come on campus to recruit. The
students have to contact the em.
ployers directly."
~
She said her office and the UNM
College o'f Arts arid Science will
sponsor a Career Exploration Fair
on campus March 21 for the benefit
of liberal arts students.
"Companies which hire liberal
arts students such as IBM, insurance companies and the state
personnel office will have
representatives at the fair to talk to
students about jobs," she said.
All UNM students, not just
people seeking liberal arts degrees,
can benefit from contact with the

career service office, she said.
"Many stud~ents don't know
what kind of care.er they want,"
Ludutsky·Taylor said. "We are
seeing students earlier than we used
to. It's a lot more difficult for us to
help a student when he comes to us
~a couple. of weeks before he
81:aduates than if we see him in his
freshman year, You can't rlo career
decision-making overnight.''
'Among the career services
provided by UNM are counseling;
coordination of recruiting interviews by major firms;. a library
of career information; a credit class
on career preparation and job
hunting; anc;l cpmputer access to the
Guidance Information System, a
state and national network of
career and education information.
"We try to show students 'that
there is a systematic way to handle
career decision-making,"
Ludutsky-Taylor said. ''We teach
skill& about decision-making
because some students don't have
any concept of what that involves.
Our credit course in the General

The doorway to faraway places

FLY NEW MEXICO
OR DE
ER
When you're flying to or from
New Mexico, or making connectibf1S to any place in the world; think
of Zia Airlines, New Mexico's largest
commuter airlines.
~

1-800-432-7583

contlnua.d on page 1.6

Student Experimental Theatre

.presents

.Lower-Lip
It's a Stitch! .

Subway Station
Friday, March 2, 11:30 a.m.
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Mad rush absent in England

A cottage on Derbyshire manor.
At London's Heathrow airport
the visit_or is overwhelmed by the
noise of the planes above and by the
harsh odors of the exhaust of trucks
and aircraft. The streets nearby are
noisy and crowded.
But outside the city is the other
England, that of undualting green
fields misting into the distance. If
one travels by bus or car he is
treated to narrow, . hedge-lined
country lanes .. that wander from
village to village.

Two old riverman share a· smoke in the morning sun at lronbridge in Shropshire.

•-....... •••
• Go''
"Let Yourself
""'

••
I

ToA

Travelling through this ancient
island community is relaxing. The
mad rush so typical of America is
absent. Hitch-hiking is· safe and
easy. Nights can be spent inexpensively at hostels or in private
homes that offer a rented room and
a hot breakfast in the morning. 1

.. PIZZA EATING
_.
CONTEST

•••••••••••
1 N d
. 11
1
ee .auto
: insurance? I
• Callthe
•
: specialists! I

All You Can Eat
~ Fri. Mareh 2, at 3:00 put
..,.
in the
•
Games Area of the SUB
Five (5) Divisions:
•
Women's Team .. 3 per team
Spo~~ored
Men's Team·- 3 per team .
Y
.Coed Team- 3 per team
Individual.: Men only
~ Individual- Women only
JIIIIIIP" entry fee: 35.00 per team
82.00 per individual
& Union Activities

.I
·1
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

PIG·OUT:::

1

I
I

•

PRIZES/TROPHIES/T-SHIRTS
Pkh Hp Applications a1 !he n.amcs An:a
·.·
..
.11,~

The difference between England
and the United States is a
qualitative one. England feels
different. If feels old and crusty on
the outside, but solid underneath.
Houses, even the newer ~mes, seem
aged and staid.

.

.
.

~~.. ,; "'J.'E\L..i""f',··t...·~"t,,
r.·~·"', ~Jillfi't]ll,.·-.;:._~~:)~·"r'
,..,.\.__
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~ ~)l
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881-1688

I

7200 Men:iul Blvd. NE
Mon-Fri 9-5:30 Sat, 9-1
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Detail of a castle will/. ·

Insure your car with I
Criterion and enjoy I
important benefits I
like these:
1
0 Convenient Pay· I
ment Plans
I
D Country-wide
I
Claim Service
I
I
. 0 Dependable
.Protection
1
0 Choice of
1
·-'Coverages .
1
Call or visit today for I
~ free rate quotation. 1
•

•I

1

I• .;;r;;.
Criterion I
~r;a;;.

Channel.

Story. and photos
by
Charles Poling

Fantastic new
Bedspread
and Rug
Arrivals

.

HEWLETT·PACKARDS

NEW GENERATION
FOR SCIENCE/EN61NEIRIN6.

THE SERIES E.
Hewlett-Packard
just established·
a new standard of
excellence at an
affordable price.
Introducing Series E.
. Easier to read.
Series E features a
new larger LED
display. And commas
are inserted between
thousands for
improved readability.
Checks you.
.Checks itself. Built-in
diagnostic systems tell you: when
you've performed an incorrect
operation, why it was incorrect,
and if the calculator isn't
working properly.
Accuracy. We engineered a new
level of accuracy into Series E-·
so you can trust your answers are
correct and complete.
Hewlett-Packard "e'(tras" are
standard. Low battery warning
light; rechargeable batteries;
positive click keys; impactresistant
case.
The HP·31E-Scientific. S6m'
Our new standard scientific. TrigoStudent Net Prices:

with current ID
HP 31 .... 52.95
HP 32 ... 69.95

nb1Jletric, exponential and math
functions. Metric conversions. Fixed/
scientific display modes with full
10 digit mantissa. 4 user memories.
The HP·32E~Advanced
Scientific with Statistics. $80~
Everything the HP-31E is-and
more. More math and metrics. 15
user memories. Hyperbolics, stat is·
tics, and ENG/SCI/FIX display
modes. Decimal degree conversions.
The HP•33E-Programmabl~ ~
Scientific. Stom~ 49 lines of fully- ·
merged keycodes. Editing keys,
control keys and full range of con·
ditional keys. 8 user memories.

HEWLETt-PACKARD
IS WITHOUT EQUAL.
In logic systems.
Series E calculators
use RPN logic exclusively. It's the
system that displays
intermediate results
for instant feedb'ack;
the system that lets
you solve lengthy
problems with ease
and consistency.
In documentation.
A complete modular
documentation system was designed
·for Series E: Introductory Book·
lets; Owners' Manuals; Applications
Books for math; stat, real estate
leasing, investments and' more.
In quality. Hewlett· Packard
quality, dependability and reliability
are. engineered into every Series
E calculator. ·
EXCELLENCE AT AN
AFFORDABLE PRICE.
Don't miss these exciting new ,.
Hewlett-Packard calCulators. Come ·
in and see the BP-31E and 33E
for yourself today, the HP-32E will
be available iJ1 July.
*Suggc!ited t"Ctbll price excluding applh:ables_t~ieand
toc~:~l t:lxC:S"-="Coi\Hnenlal U~S.A. .. Alasks & Hawaii.

Quantities Limited

Prices good thru 3:.15-79

I
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Albuquerque offers an exciting .variety of
restaurants, bars, discoteques and theatres to entertain night-lifers. Restau{~nts range from ~legant to
casual while bars offer live country_ swing, disc·o a1_1d
·rock. Theatres screen first run academy award win·
ners, .avant-garde experimental films and old
classics. There's something to please everyone in the
. Albuquerque cosmopolitan area. This "Nigh_t·Life
guide" could help you find just the place you've been
looking for.

Sandia Crest

... ,... ~; .
~

• ;

Corrales

'

'

• Sandia Peak
Sandia Mountains

"

.•

.. . .

Four Hills

dch.fot~11!h...-i
.

SANDWICH SHOPS

b

.,

ft~
~~

We feature just one sandwich •••
it's that good!

G

Sun·Thur 10:30 am to 10:30 pm
Fri ·Sat 10:30 aiD to 12 IDidnight

Deep Dish Pizza

MAP COURTESY OF

1

2.&5.·5948

...-vr::a~-o

2114 Central SE
just west of Yale
842-9597 .

rafllitcs
l(Ti,. Type

5901 Central NE
just west of San Pedro
255-1223

2313 $In Pldfa, N.E.

SllopJ

AI...,..__, N"'' Me•lca 17110
• PUBLISHERS
• TYPOGRAPHERS
• TYPESETTING
• GRAPHICS
• COMMERCIAL ART • PRODUCTION

Pizza by the ,pan.
Pepperoni pizza by the slice.
Specials featuring
fresh Salad and Slices
2004 Central S.E. 843-9750

Accept no substitut~sky!

Live 8Qnd·
Every Night

(across from u.N.M.)

.'

SUBWAY STATION

N·

UNM'I Hllffelf Nighflpot
B11ement fJf #be SUB

Authentie
Indonesian Cuisine
A.lso Amerieau Dishes ,
& Giant Salad Bar

lwe Entertsinment

Fritltly 1ntl $1turtliy .
.
Nigltfl

Several delicious homemade
soups starting at 75"

Loempla

Rs/IX wHir RllrubmMtt1 Munchies

9 p.m. - t 1.m.

(Indonesian eggroll)

GOBAIINASI

A•iailll: lt.(J() Sfrlilmt w/ID
If.(}(}

Curried. Chiekeo • 83.95
and so much more ...

Hours: 5:00 p.m. • 10:00 p.m. Mon-Sat
Seottsda•e Village
3107 Eubank NE
293-8440

let yourself go ... to the most
an+•:...t<>inii'"" sounds in town. At Bananas ...
thrr,hh;,,,., exciting new light in the night.
lt. Love it.

4200 Centtal SE

- 81.10

\
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Mexican busts:. a real buinmer
IJy IJJLL UOBERTSON
"Life 'ain 'I so easy In this border
town too much dope and loo much
'
runnin'
around, and there 's no
place you'd really want to hang
around.... "

J, D. Souther, 1974
Ciudad Juarez is a short, five"
hour tear down the Pan-American
Freeway from-Albuquerque. There

are some nice things to do clown
The story of these three hapless
there, but it's basically, a place to
Who
shall
remain
get ripped on tequila and score souls,
cheap, peso-priced Christmas gifts anonymous, applies to anyone
who's every been to Juarez, and
for the folks back home.
It's not, however, the place you'>! especially, to anyone considering a
want to get busted in, as three juant down there.
Our trio arrived in Juarez in the
UNM students found out (the
"hard way") during the Christmas late afternoon. They made the
rounds.
vacation of 1977.
Somewhere along the way, they
stopped to listen to a mariachi
street band. Our heroes soon found
themselves surrounded by people.
"Somehow a scuffle started,"
said Henry (an alias), "I don't even
know how or why, but before I
knew it, someone shoved me really
hard from behind. I went through a
store window, taking a friend with

Plan your
summer projects
now

Selected weaving & cr.aft
materials on sale up to 30°/o off
March 5 thru 31
check our list
of upcoming
April
classes.

\VOOI.)
Fibercraft materials and supplies

3719. FOURTH, NORTHWEST
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87107
(505). 344 - 3184

•ll!'fj ~~ ~

THEORY and

SPRING 1979

lnclucllq

iiiSt•HiiiliiiUiijMi.i'Si.iOiiijUiaiT~U~I~ISI~RI--E~S~~soiliLViiiEiiiDiiiPR~O~I!L~E~M~s~itft j
ACC-OUNTING I , , ••• -.... $US
lncludlna275 sorvld Ptoblems
ACCOUNfiNQ II , . , • ,$4.95
inct!.ldlnt 175 Sol~ed Problems
ACOUSJICS . _•••. , , . , .$5.!15
rncludlnr245 sorv~d Pt!lblem1
ADVANCED CAlCULUS
$6.95
lncl~drng 925 Sblud Ptobtems
ADVANCED M~THEMATICS far
Enalneen·l Scumtlslt , $6.95
rnelud'if1I9SO sotwed r 1 ob!~m~
ADVANCED
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS $&.95
lntlUdll'!i JJJ Solved PrOblems
AOVERTISINQ . . • . . $3.95
lntfudinft 242 Salved Pwbtems
AI~AlYTIC GEOMETRY
$3.50
•ncrudln& 345 Sol~ed Pftblems
APPLIED P}IYSICS .. , • .$4,95
fncludlnr UllO served Prcbfe:m!
BASIC t:QUlTIONS tiF
ENQINEUIIHCI SCIINCE $3,!5
1ntl1141~&1400 Bnu;; Euualmns
BASIC MltTIUMUICS
With Applications . . • $4,!5
111Ciuditlt·627 Solved Problems
-BOOKKU.PIHQ I.
ACCOUNTING _. • . , . $4,95
Jhcludltl8 41S.Solved Ptcbt~ms
BIIOltAN AlGEBRA
and. Swr1chinl Clrcuih $5.95
tnt!udina: 150 !iolv~ll Problems
lntroduclinn lc
BUSINESS
.
.
$3.95
mUu!ltnl JOQ ..SoJuetl Ptoblt!m~
BUSINESS STATISTICS $4.95
intludini' G93 Sol~td Prdb!em'S
CALCULIJS . • . , , , • • • $4.95
Hltludlne li1S Sotud Prob:ems
COLLEQ[ ALCEBR-' . _ S4,95
inclltdtnt 1940·sotved Ptobtems
COUEi:IE BUSIHUS LAW. $4,95
Jnclu~ln~:681 solved P:oblems
·courct C:HlMISJAY .. S3.95
lncfudlnr. 375 Sol wed Ptobh!ms
CDIL(OEPHY.SICS 7/•d S4 95
Prllbltm$
• ttWudrng IIJlSOived
•
'
·
COMPUX vARIA BUS
$6.95
in~tudtng 640 Solved Ptliblems
COMPtJUR Stt£Hi:E .•. $4.95
mcludingJOO SOlved Probftm~
CONfiNUlJM MECifANICS $5.95.
UtC:Iu:lrnt :160 Stollled PtobltiM
cast ACCOUNTINI:
Sri.SS
tncludlng 375 Solvtd Probtrm$
DtSCRfPJIVE C£0MEJR'I , $3.95
lntllldt111117!i Solved Problems
OEVUOPMENT
f.COHDMICS • , .. , •• $US
1!\cludlnJ 422 Solved Problems
DIFFERENTIAL [Qli-TIONS $4.9~
h'tdudlnr 56o so_rved PrcMems
DI,£RENTIAL "GEOMETRY SUS
1ncl~dln11 SCO Solve-If Plob!tm~
DiSCREU M.i.THEMATIC~.$4.95
tneludl~l Mo S:alnd Problems
EARtH $CIENCES .. , ••• $3.50
lnc:ludlnt 34' Soived Prcblfri\S
EHCJRIC tiRCUJJS • . $5.95
lntludlllll350 SaiYed' Probl~ms
ElECTAOMAON£tiC$
S$.95
t~thrdlng 310 Salved...
Problems

ILECTAONfC CliiCUIJS_ ._$5.95

tnchrdin• IGO sched Problems
..... $4.95
inctudli1rl14 S:cl~~d Problem~
tUMEHTUV ~UEIR_A .. $3.95
intltr!fin&21DO Salved Prabtems

•t:~~'Unz::~ATIOif

IIIYIIW of ELEMfHTAJI't'
MATHEMUICS • , , , , •• $4.95
lnetudln~:2500 Solved Problems
•EHGINEIAIHG
CALCULATIONS_ ..... , .. $$.95
lnel!.ld!nal50 Solved Prolllems

ENCI~EUINQ

MECHANICS, 3fed•••.• $5.95
lncludln&460 Solved P1oblems
£NIU1SH CRAMMAR •••• $3.50
iOD S~h of Antllleted Euttlses
FfiDUCI( &
CONTROL SYSUM~ •••• $5.95
/nelut!lnl 680 SolVed Problems
FINITE DIFFERENCES Jnd
DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS $5.95
lnclullini4:ZO Solv~d Problemt
FINifE MATJIEMATICS ... $4.95
lnchnlln_c 7~0 Solved Problems
Flut Ye1r
COLUG£ MATHEMATICS .$!,95
merudilli lii5D Solved lllcb!ems
FLUID DYNAMICS ••.••• $5.95
i~eludllliiOO Solved Problems
FLUID MECHANICS
& HYORAU~ICS •• • • • •• $5.95
lt1ChJdm~r:4?~ Solved f'!OIIIems
FOURIER AlfALYSIS •... $!!1.95
lnctudln(t20S Sol~ed Prcbltml
FIUNCH GRAMMAR • •• -. $3.95
395 sds ol Answered hetctsu
Gt:lf£RAL TO~OLOQY .... $4.95
mcludtnt u50 Sc.lvrd. Probltmt
CEHEJIC$ • • • ·"• • • • • • .$ 4.9!1
in~ludtn& SOD Solv~d Prolllems
G£RMAN GRAMMAR • • • • .$3.9!1
383 Stl1 of Answered Exerctsu
GROUP t,HEOR,Y ..., ..,·,·· •$b51 .I !I
inctu 111 1 DO SO n rc tms
HUT TRANS;t:R ....... $5.1!1
llltludlfll 296 Sct~d Ptob!ems
INTERM£DIA_TE
ACCOUHTINII_I , • , , ••• $4.95
1nCI11din& 54S Solved Ptobtem~
IHTERNUIONAL
ECONOMICS ...••.•.. $3.95
onch:dlno 260 Solved Problems
lACRAHCIAN OYtfAMfCS . S6.95
lntlulllnr 275 Solved PtobltlnS.
UPi.ACE TRANSFORM~ •. $5.95
ll'ltlu!lid&4SD Solv~d Problems
liNEAR ALGEBRA · · · · .$5.!5
rn~IU:11n( 600 -SO.Ived ProbllmJ
MACHINE bESIDN .•• ,,.$5.9!1
Jnc:udii'I.CJ:ZD Served Problems
MACROECONOMIC
THEORY · · · • · ·-, .$4.95
inCI~dll!.( 353 Sclved'l'rObtenis
MATHEMATICAL rldiiNDbll 00~ OS
Gf FofmUIIS .an . .1 i!s. ~ •
MATHEMATICS
OF FINANCE , • , • , •••• $3.95
lnellldi~li 500 Solved,ProlllemsMAUUCES
•.. _, •••• $4.95
rnr.flltlln.l J40•Solwed Probl~ms
MECHANICAl
\'IBAAJIONS • , •••••• $5.95
lllt!udlni 225 solved Problems
MICIIIOECONDMIC THEORY $4,1 5
lnttudlng 310 .Solv~d PtOblttnl
MODERM ALCEIRA ••••• ~.!Ja
tnctudtni 42S SOlved Problems
MDDEIIN
EL£MENTARY·ALCEI!IWA .$3.g!l
IMiulllnKJOOO Solved Problemi
Mldem inttall'lcbny
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS $4,95
lni:IUdlri& 409 Solved Probltrtll

5

PIUC£5 SUBJECT TO CHANt:iE WITHOUT NOTICE

MODEIIN PHYSICS • , , ••• ts.ts
lnerudlnl 486 Sal'o'ed l"roblems
-NUMERICAL ANALY'SIS , .SS.I5
lnctudlna n5'Solved Probllml
OPTICS •• , ........... SUS
lneJudln1 34& Solvtd Problems.
ilRG.i.NIC CHEMISTRY , • , $US
lnehuflna: 2565 Solved Problem'
PERSONAL FIN.NCE &
CO~SUMER ECONOMICS $3.15
lneludlnt 4!l4 Solwed Problem•
PJIYSICAL CHEMISTRY •• $1,15
lncludln& 589 Solvtd Problems
PHYSICAL SCIENCE , , , , $3.95
lncludlnJlJS Solv~d Prebltms
PlANE IUOMEfiY , , , , , .SUS
rn:ludln& aso Solved Probltm1
PROI!I~BiliTY • , , , , .,. , , , $3.95
lnt!Udln• 500 SOlved Problems
PROBABILITY &
STATISTICS , . , , , , , . $1J.95
ln~ludlng 760 Solnd Prcb!erM
PROQRAMMINI WITH
BASIC • , ..• , , • , , , , , ,$4.95
lncfultiM&lll8 Solvtd Problem•
. PRtiiUIAMMING
WITH FORTitA~ . . • .$4.95
lnttUdiii£37S SOlved Problems
PROJECTIVE l:ltOMETliiY , .$4.85
tntiLrdlng ::!00 Solvd Probltms
lntrcducilon to
PSYCHOLOGY , «, .. ,$4.95
ln~ruat~l &18 Served Problems
PUNCTUATION, CAPITAL·
IZATION, AND SPELLING. 13.!10
110 Sell or An&w.:~red Entelse~
QUANTITATIVE METHODS JN
MANACEMENT ..•.••• $U5
Including Sl2 Solved Probllms
- L,. RI.IBIES•
REA d
..... -~ 595
.
lf!.tludJn~~: 375 -Solnd Preblems
REINFORCED COHCRlJE
DlSIIH •.•••••• , ••• $4.!15
InCluding 200 Solved Ptclllems
SET TliEOitY ..•.••. _, .• $4.50
includiitg S30 Solved Prcbltms
•lnlrodlri:llon io
SDCIDllliiY . . ! ..•. , $4.!15
rn~tucline·6DO Sl.'ll~tl! Ptcblims
SPANIS)f GRAMMAR -••• $3,95
• :!70 Sets of Aniwtted .beiclses
STAlt SP~CE lnlf
liNEAR SYSTEMS ••••• $1,95
mcJudiM.C220 S!IIVl!d Prottrem'
5HTISJICS
' , ••.••• $5.95
lntrudlnii87SSarved Problems
STRENITH of
MATER IlLS , . , • , , •• , .$1.15
lrreludm&l4S sornd Ptoblems
STRUCTURAL ANAlYSI~ .$1.95
r~elltdln~r: :;JOO SMved Probltms
TECHifiCAL .
MATN£MAJICS , ••.•.. $!1.95
ttiCitJding ur.o Sdl'o'td Prcblems
TEST ITEMS
IN !DUCATIOM • , • , ,, .$4.95
Jnd~lllng :uoo Test lf1ms
JHEOitiJICAlMECHlHICS $;.1$
Jncludlnt J:zO Solved PrcbllmS
IH-EIIMDDYNAMICI
$115
lncJu!llne 22.!i sofv1~ Prottloms..
TRANSMISSION tiNES •• $5.• 5
lrit!udlns .!65 SQlll~d Ptabltms
TltiGOJIOMEJir( •• , , , , .$3.!15
ll'ltllidlnr 680 Solved Ptcbltms
VEC10111 ANALYSIS , ••• ,14.1!1_
lnC!udln&.-480 SO!vtd. ProfiiiiiiS

_

me."

,In "incredibly" short order, the
crowd dispersed and the authorities
showed.
''The cops grabbed me, threw me

down and put a gun to my head,
saying something in Spanish." At
this p<;>int Henry and his two friends
were deposited into the· r.ear of a
sql!ad car,
Coming finally to a jail, the three
were stripped of their wallets,
watches and jewelry--"They told
us we might hurt ourselves," Henry
said-and thrown into an eightman cell with 15 Mexican men.
The cell (''A real 'Midnight
Express' thing") was cold, wet and
rank, with a sink and a hole in the
ground.
The 'fun' started about one a.m.
"1 was lighting' my last cigarette,
when this guy comes over and kicks
me in the ·ribs, saying he wants my
lighter. I was bigger than he was,
and I thought, 'If we don't assert
ouselves now, these guys will walk
all over us, I stood up and knocked
him down. We fought, but I kept

By CHRIS MILLER
Thinking of getting out of the
hot, dusty Southwest for the
summer and stepping into a world
filled with castles, music festivals
anCI interesting people?
' International ·Programs and
Services, at 1717 Roma NE,
provides information on many
inexpensive charter flights to
Europe geared to the student's
budget.
Special fares for one-way and
round-trip flights to several
European capitals from many of
the larger U.S. cities just might be
enough to make one think seriously
about such an adventure.
Jetsave LTO of England offers
the following round-trip fares
during the summer months;
New York-Frankfurt, leaving
every Saturday, Sunday and
Tuesday $349 May-July and.$389 in
August. The flight returns every
Tuesday and Friday.
Washington-Frankfurt, leaving
every Friday, $349 May-July and
$399 in August. Return flight every
Friday.
Chicago-Frankfurt, leaving every
Sunday and Thursday, $359 MayJuly and $399 in August. Return
flight every Saturday and Wednesday.
Los Angeles-Frankfurt, leaving
every Tuesday and Thursday $489
May 16-July and $529 in August.
Flights return every Monday and
Wecloesday.
One-way charter flights by
Jetsave LTD include the following:
New York-London, May 17, 29,
$138, June 28,$150, July, 12,$165,
Aug. 23,$178.
London-New York, May 24,
$142, July 3, $167, Aug. 16, $178,
Aug. 23, $178.
Charter flights to· Europe .can
also be obtained from the Council
on International Educational
Exchange. A one-way flight to
II"?

--

Finally, they communicated to a
guard that they had money,
·

"MY. friend had stuffed about
$600 up his anus before, money
that was supposed to be for tuition,
We got together about $850, and
they took all but $7.
"At this point I was almost
crying, I kept thinking, 'What if
they take our money and put us
back in a cell?'"
They were~ set free, h<;>wever.
"We ran all the way to the bridge,"
. Henry said. At customs a United
States official took one look at him
and said, "Boy, What the hell
happened to you?"
·

Paris, Zurich or Brussels i~ $199
from New York, $215 from'
Chicago and $245 from Los
Angeles or San Francisco.
International Services also has
information on Skyhop, which
offers budget rate flights to
Europe. Paris or Zurich from New
York is only $170 one way, but only
until May 31. Return flight from
Paris or Zurich to New York is
$159. A flight from I,os Angeles to
Paris or Zurich is $200 through
May 31, with the return flight $249.
A round trip flight from New
York to Rome costs only $460
through the International Club,
which offers charter flights out of
Rome.
For the traveler willing to forego

flight reservations and take a
chance on having to stand in long
lines, Fredie Laker's Skytrain is
always a possibility for the
economy-minded
person.
Skytrain's Atlantic flights link New
York and London, with two flights
departing from each city every day.
Tic.kets, which range from about
$115-$130, must be purchased the
day of the flight.
Once in Europe, one of the best
ways to get around the continent is
to sling on your backpack and jump
on a train. And the least expensive
way to travel by train is on the
Eurailpass. The pass, which costs
$250, entitles anyone under the age
of 26 to tour for two months of
unlimited second-class rail travel.

'·~.;;,_
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... and we need
people in teres ted
in either performing
(musical groups,
talent of any kind)
ox planning & organizing
entertainment.

Albuquerque, NM 87106
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Trip tips
provided

Speed limit.controversial
•

The bill would give- speeder.s a ur(lan East, however,. 67 per cent
• 1 b k but would not raise were opposed to allowarig the states
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By DEBBIE LEVY
Legislators in .16 states and even
one in the U.S. Senate are pushing
bills tO abolish the. 55 mile per hour
speed limit.
In the New Mexico House of
Representatives, Rep. Bud Hettinga, D,DonaAna, issponsoringa
measure (HB59) which in its
·
original form called for a maximum
$5 fine for speeders charged with
driving between 55 and 70 mph,
When Hettinga's bill passed on the
House floor, that provision had
been S.trl. cken .and th.e meas. ure
passed· simply prohibits insurance
Companl·es from ra1·s 1·ng ra.tes.based
on whether a speeder has been
t icket.ed for driving over 55 and
under 70 mph. The speeding fine
would remain $15. ~
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embargo. It also says, however, \ e
humber of highway. deaths increased by 2,148 from 1977 to 1978.
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Summer vagabonding in Europe
conjures up visions of adventure
and excitement. However, planning
carefully in February can forestall a
flood of tears in Jady.
Travel agents agree that firsttime trans-Atlantic venturers are
encouraged to join an organized
group, and returning travelers
should band together in twos or
threes. A few bas.ic pointers arc
listed.
Money: Fares and cost fluctuate
and some countries are far more
expensive than others, so careful
research is a must. Between $8 and
$15 a clay should be budgeted for
expenses, depending on what part
of Europe you are in- plus a little
for mistakes.
The safest way to carry money is
in travelers checks. If extra money
is needed for emergencies, find a
bank with a Telex connection.
Telephone home and have the
money cabled directly to the
European b.ank by the hometown
bank.
Good deals: Second only to a
passport as a credential is the
International Student Indentity
Card, an open-sesame to endless
discounts and services. The
American Youth Hostel pass is
another must. The A YH pass
pravides
inexpensive
accomodations (about $2.50-$5 per
night), with adult. supervision.

syste~s
S~CCI
thes.~

of~en

'Hitching a southbound'
By MIKE HOEFI'
"No, it can't be done," said Tom
McDougall, kicking his feet Up on
some worn furniture in the. Chicago
campus dorm lounge. "Freight
hopping is a thing of the past. It
went out with hobo. camps and the
Depression.''
It was a late Tuesday night, a
week before the spring vacation
started.
"I disagree;'' said Jay, downing
the la-st of an Old Style. "Freight
hopping exists. It's used by freewheeling, free-thinking, free-livers
everyday. Hopping freight trains is
as American as unemployment." .
"It's. just that you never notice
freight yards for all the Jack-in"theBoxes, billboards and orangeroofed Howard Johnsons out on
the interstate," said his partner
Tim.
"Yeah, it exists," said Jay.
"And we'll prove it."
A week later Jay and Tim. were
planning the route south out of the
cold hell of Chicago, down the
Mississippi
to
the rlver:s
delta-NewOrleans.
.
"So what do we take along
freight-hopping?" Jay wondered.
"Like maybe a pack full of cigar
stubs?"
"Yeah. Just look disheveled."
The pair~ hit the road looking
motley at best. They hitched down
to St. Louis and were dropped off
by a trucker around midnight
outside Memphis. They .walked
down to the river and ran into some
railroad tracks.
···rhis is it," said Jay. "We
follow this to our ride."
"Hey, what if we run into so!De
Ernest Borgnine type of yard dack
swinging a. lead pipe at us?"
queried Tim.
·
"We tell him we work here."
They arrived at a break-up
station where workmen were
putting cars. together.
. ~·
"Which one do we pick?" There
now six sets of tracks. and

hunreds of cars to choose from.
"Well, like any tourists, let's
ask," Tim said.
So Jay walked up to a yardman
with a flashlight and said, "Mind if
w.e hitch a ride on a southbound to
New Orleans?"
The flat-topped worker looked
around and drawled, "Well, there's
one pulling out now if you can
catch it."
·
Tim and Jay stared for a minute
at an Illinois Central train slowly
chugging its way out of the station.
"Oh, shit. Just like the movies.

Preliminary figures for 1978 show
that highway deaths exceeded
50,000 for the first time since the 55
mph limit was imposed.
We're gonna .have t o run, " sa1'd
2) The department also said the
Tim ..
consumption of oil would increase
Toting their gear, the two ran 250,000 barrels a day if the limit
alongside the train. "Here's an were removed. The National Highopen car. This one. Now, throw way Traffic Safety Administration
your gear up," Jay said pulling has said the fuel savings since the
himself into the car,
limit was imposed (lave been
Feeling exhilarated, the two sat estimated at 1.5 billion gallons a
on the. edge looking at the sun rise year and would be twice that if
out of the car's right side.
everyone adhered to the double
"Hey, Tim.
You know nickle limit.
something? This car's going
····· .. . . ~ ""'· ..
north."
They both sat there a minute.
"Well, know anybody in Chicago
we can visit?"
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Fiesta is Coming :::
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All three were to be "tested' \in
similar fashion that night. No one
slept,

European flights offered

STUDEN.T BOOK' STORE, INC.
2122 Central Avenue, S.E.

knocking him down, so he finally
gave up."
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Abney,SeniorsGo Out With·Sty/e
'

By RAV GLASS
Mike Stewart lind Mllrk Felix.
points in the last 1:53 to get ll
The cham began in the middle of
With less than-· seven minutes school single-game scoring record.
the student section and quickly remaining in the game, the chant
After he fought his way through
spread to most of the 17,124 fans in for Abney increased. Ellenberger a hliPPY mob scene on the court
University Arena MondliY night for left his seat and moved down the following the game, Abney
the New Mexico-A.rizonl!basketball bench, pulling Abney from his seat re!lected on the chanting.
game.
and raising his hand.
"You leave feeling the fans
"We want Abney, we want ' The chant turned to cheering and
Abney, we want Abney," drowned finally to booing as Ellenberger sat
out the publkaddress announcer as Abney back down. The chants from
the fans indicated to New Mexico the student sectio.n continued for
Coach Norm Ellenberger who they the next four minutes until
wllnted put into the game.
·
Ellenberger acknowledged them
However,, the chant for Phil with hand signals to the students
Abney . was not unique ·Monday indicating Abney, Stewart and Felix
night at the "Pit,"
would be put back in late.· in the
The fans shouted, screamed, game.
chanted, whistled and clapped for
Then, with l :$7 to go, the trio
the better part of 40 minutes as the entered to a standing o.vation to
Lobos thrashed Arizona 129-98. · join Saunders and freshman
But more than for the victory, the Aparicio Curry. The seniors ended
fans were celebrating the last the game as they had begun it, on
regular-season home game for the floor, and, along with Curry,
seniors Abney, Russell Saunders, kept the fans cheering with 11

appreciate you," he said in a
lockeroom flooded with talk of a
post-season tournament action this
season. "These are without a doubt
the best fans anywhere. While they
were chanting, I looked around and
got a picture in my mind of the

scene~a

picture I'll never forget,'{
Abney described Saunders, who
scored his UNM high of 29 points
to lead the Lobos, as a "positive
influence to me in four years. No
matter what the circumstances, he's
always given me good vibes."

·All-American Kimiayo
makes it seem easy

Sche.dule Ally,
Foe ·as·Women
Finish on Road

Photos
by
Mark
Poulsen

Entering the last week of regular season competition, the schedule is
both the biggest roadblock and the greatest ally in the UNM women's
basktball team's quest for a regional playoff berth.
The schedule has the Lobos on the road for their last three conference
games, games l.lNM must win in order to reach the Intermountain Conference playof.fs.
While the Lobos are .on the road, the schedule has league-leading
Colorado traveling to Srigham Young and Utah, two of tbree clubs
currently tied for second place.
·
UNM is ·in Tucson today for the first of three games in four days. After
playing the University of Arizona tonight, they travel to Tempe for a game
with Arizona State on Friday and to Flagstaff for a Saturday contest with
Northern Arizona.
"If we ·win all three games, we're assured of getting into at least a tie for
fourth place," UNM Coach Kathy Marpe said Tuesday. But the travel
between three cities and three different hotels, combined with the start of
. midterms this week, may have a negative affect on her team, she said. .
· Three wins this week would give UNM a 10-3 con{erence mark and,
depending on· what the five teams ahead of them do, would be fated with
at least one additional playoff game.
.
· Going into today's action, the situation is this: Colorado is first in the
standings at 10-1; Utah, BYU ·and Weber State are all tied for second at 92; Wyoming, at 9-3, is fifth; while UNM is sixth.
In a game this weekend Colorado and Northern Colorado travel to BYU
and Utah. Weber State is at New Mexico State and ,Texas-EI Paso and
Wyoming goes· to Colorado State.
.
If Colorado defeats both Utah and BYU and the Lobos win three games,
UNM could move into a four team tie for third place. This would lead to a
draw betWeen the four teams and two playoff games to determine third and
fourth places.
.
.
The. other possibility is ll three-way tie for first and a three-way tie for
fourth, leading to a bye and two playoff games to determine fourth place
and a spot in the regional playoffs.
• ·
On the road trip UNM will run into three different styles of basketball,
Marpe and her assistant Rick Harden said.
"ASU presses and runs while Northern Arizona goes mainly to one
player, Peggy Kennedy. Arizona is really young, with seven freshmen, and
you never can tell how they are going to play," Harden said.

Graduating this year from the
LOBO basketball team are Mike
st~wart, · ilusseil saunilei-S,". Phii
Abney and Mark Felix.

. Cert11in all-Americans have a knack for doing things
in a big way. When they perform they make it all look
so simple.
Last week, when Lobo hurdler Fatwel Kimiayo
stepped out onto the track in Idaho, he was competing
with the best 60-yeard hurdlers in the Western Athletic
Conference.
.
.
.
Kimiayo won it easily, like an aii-Ameri'can should.
His 7.35 time destroyed the old c~nference mark
which was held by Paul Gibson. About nine years ago
Gibson established the WAC record with a time of7 .9.''
But chances are the Kimiayo's record won't stand.
Lobo coach Bill Silverberg said Kimiayo has already
run faster than that during. an unofficial clocking.
"I've enjoyed running the hurdles ever since I've
started," Kimiayo said .. He has been running th~m
since 1972 and for setting a WAC record as well as
being part of UNM's WAC champion mile relay team •.
He is the LOBO's athlete of the week.
His class schedule ranges from economics to.
basketball, and somewhere inbetween he is hoping to
obtain another all-American title like he did last year.
He said he 'is happy here, but admitted he missed his
home in Kenya. "I'm going to go back home.• when
I'm finished here. I'm going to get a job there and.try
to help my people."

..
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Five Lobos To ·Nationals

Lraccplion, !i:terilizaHon, abortion, Right to Choose.

peinen and Anne Bakstad. Women
alpine skier~ l .ori Hazen and Judy
Lloyd will also head for the
national competition sponsored by
Northern Michigan University,
The young UNM women's crosscountry team of coach Klaus Weber
finished second at regionals with 50
points be~ind first-place team
University of Colorado,
Turpeinen finished second

AUTO INSURANCE
YOUNG DRIVERS
Best rates for young drivers.
Compare before you buy.
Immediate coverage-Monthly payments.
Hei~hts

Mid-town

243-5528
266-8211
Albert A. Gallego$ Agencies.

294-0171.
04127
PR.EONfiNCY TESTINO fiND counseling. Phone
247·9819.
•
.
04127
PASSPORT and IDENTIFICATION PHOTQS. 3

ror $3.751! Lowest

behind Ellen Dehn of Utah
followed by teammates Bakstad in
twelfth, Joanne Erickson in
thirteenth and Wendy Harvey in
fourteenth place, In the crosscountry relay, the women finished
second behind CU,
The women's alpine team of he.ad
coach George Brooks finished fifth
at the regionals with CU again
taking first-place honors.
Scoring for !he Lobos in the giant
slalom event were Lloyd in seventh
place, Hazen in seventeenth place,
and Cathy Roibran in nineteenth
place. In the slalom race, the same
three girls finished: Hazen sixth,
·Lloyd sixteenth, and Roibran
seventeenth.
In the final top ten women alpine
sKiers for the conference, Hazen
and Lloyd ended the season third
and fourth respectively. The
number· one woman alpine skier
was Tami Phillips of Western States
College.
In the final top ten women crosscountry skiers, Turpeinen took top
honors with Bakstad holding down
the number nine spot.
For the men's alpine team which
finished second in the conference
behind WSC, Paul Kilstofte
finished sixth in the top ten. Eric
Boutilier finished in the number

1r····-------------~
INN-so
Buy one gizza ~
1
1 ge.~ili~ next smatler size free. 1
buy any giant, large or medium size 1
1 /~~:~~{~.;i::l
..-'~~~.. ~....,;; W1thplzzalhlsalcoupon,
regular menu price and gee your .second pizza
1 ~~~a.....~....,~~.-;.;-"i;~
of the no)lt smaller siZe with equal nUmber
1
·~~:"~.·· ~
oOngrodJents, up to three ingredients, free.
I
Presenlthfs coupon with ouest check. 1
1~f-ii..:S~·~€J!1~!
· ·
i
Valid thru: March 1 1979
. ••

••<~~.~;"' .t·~·

--.~.

I

..

-..::, 9

•

'•

·

I

P.rzzaJ.n.ta., .I

Coupon Not Valid For Gourmel Pizzas

-----------------

1240 Wyoming Blvd. N.E.
5555 Montgomery N.E.
3040 Juan Tabo

•

296·0588
881-1018
298-6868

PJzzaLDn.

"\Wwgotakelingyou'regonnalilceus.':

By ANDREW CARDONA
UNM wrestlers placed seven
matmen in the top four positions in
the WAC championships this last
weekend at Laramie, Wyo. Lead by
freshman Luke Gilpin, the Lob.os
placed fourth in the conference.
Gilpin, who wrestles in the liSpound class, is the first freshman
from UNM to capture a WAC title.
The UNM freshman won the title
by a forfeit over Edwin Dilbeck,
Utah, in the finals Saturday. A
team physician ruled Dilbeck incapable of wrestling after he got a
virus flu. Dilbeck upset No. I
seeded Jerry LaValley of Wyoming,
to reach the finals. Gilpin outpointed second-seeded Brad
Anderson from BYU in the semifinals.
• In an interview Gilpin said, "I
think I could have beaten him
(Dilbeck)."
He added that in the match with
Anderson, "I had control of the
match. I beat him 9-5. He was the
favorite in the match."
Another freshman Clarence
Laster was the rumierup in the 167pound class. He lost to Brad

Liebet•'s Diseount Cou{JOlt

SAVE l_OCfo
We will give you 10% OFF our already low
discount prices on any one suitcase, briefcase, tote bag, trunk, attache ... ~n short, on
anything in the ~tore!
·.
Limit: One coupon per customer.
Not good on special purchase
or sale merchandise. Expires
March 11, 1979.

Prineess Jeanne
Shopping Ceuter
t~ubank

at ~o••stituthm
293-081.7

i

Open 10-5:30

Thurs. tll 9

Sun. 12·5

~·

prit:I!S

in town! Fast, pleasing,

ncar UNM, Call 265-_2444 or come to 1717 Girard
Blvd. NE.
04127
CONTACTS??? POLISHINO 8< SOJ,.UTIONS.
• Cas~y Optit;al Company, 265-8846,
04/27
WRITERS: AN ENGtJSH Dept.•sponsorcd labloi~
is now acc!!pting poetry and prose (ficlion a,nd_non-

fictic:Hl) .~u~mi.~~ions. We; req11est th'at work be typed
and dcUvercd ~o Humanities Rrn.272, C~mtribulors
mu1it be t.JNM studerns. We cannot ret\lfll
manu.~qiptS,
tfln
INCOME TfiX RETURNS done for as low as $5,00
per re1urn. Guaranteed to be accurat~ and complete.
Special student rates, Plcaae call 2664444 between
lOam and Spm for mpre information.
0~/28
WOOD you believe ... 3019 CENTRAL NE. Thn;e
doors east of Lobo Theatre,
03/07

03/05

eleven spot in the conference.
The cross-country top ten was led
by Lobo Hahto followed by
teammates Greg Sivinski in sixth,
and Don Roberts tied for eighth
with two other skiers.

Hansen of BYU who was named
the. MVP wrestler of the tournament.
The only senior on the squad
Gary Hines, 150, was outpointed in
overtime by Jack Garrison of
Colorado St. in th~ finals. During
the regular season Hines outpointed
the Colorado wrestler 11-2."I wasn't prepared mentally,,"
said Hines, "I wrestled the same
man a week ago. It's rough getting
psyched-up for a match after you
wrestled the same man a week ago
and you beat him."
Haines mentioned that after II
years of wrestling it will be great to
get away from it. The UNM senior
is looking forward to graduation
and starting his .own business.
UNM wrestling coach Ron
Jaaobsen said that UNM is assured
.of three positions for the NCAA
finals. Possibly four if Clarence
Laster gets the approval of the
WAC coaches. A rule in the
conference allows coaches to approve wrestlers who finish in the
iunnerup spot. This' rule allows
Gary Hines, 150, and Paul Marfiz,
190, wild card positions in the
finals.
Marfiz and Hines both received
the wild card approval because of.
their records in season dual matches.
UNM Wrestlers who placed in
the WAC championships are Art
DeLaCruz, 126, 3rd; Lenny
Lovato, 134, fourth; Jeff Gandy,
142, fourth; Gary Hines, 150, 3rd;
Clarence Laster, 167, 3rd; Paul
Marfiz, 190, 3rd.

Annual 1M

Ski Meet Set
The annual intramural ski meet
will be held this Friday at Sandia
·Peak Ski Area. Competition is
scheduled to start at noon ..
Participants are asked to meet at
the top of the main chairlift at noon
to get registered and receive a
starting time. Late entries will be
accepted at that time.
A mandatory q~eeting for all
participants is scheduled at 4 p.m.
Thursday in room 124 of Johnson
Gym. Intramural skiers who attend
this meeting will receive a discount
on an ali-day lift ticket.

03/0B
•wlm·

ming pool, secUrity guard, aH utilities ps.id, $1)9.()()
monthly. Ncar Coroitado and Winrock. 6200 lndl~n

PRIVATELY

.,.

Ha!t shots, Need~ a big yard, Very smart, Free to a
good home. 266-6475.
tfln
DYNAMICSEX .. ,WHi\.Tis h?
02128
THE ESTABLISHMENT,. drink, dine & dance

experience presenting the happiest happy hour and
dandnge.~t music downstairs~ also serviug the finest ln
steaks, prime rib ~ seafood upstairs. Sunday •heWatermelon Jug Band, 7~10;30, with '01 Scratch
Tues-Silt, 9-1:30. Montgomery Plaza Mall, 883-6555.
tf/n
AGE UNDER 25? Don't buy auto insurance until
you check our new rates. H~lghts arnce 266·8211,
micHown 243-5528, Gallegos Agency.
03/30
f~ISBEE

MEETING THURS. March I 6:30
Johnson Oym 180.
Ol/01
CHfiMISfl BOOKSHOP. BEST prices. Searehes,

special orders. 266·1229.

02128

"LOWER LIP PRODUCTIONS," Live

come~y

'thow Subw"y St~;~lion Fri. Mar. 2, II ;30am,
0.'102
SHERLOCK, YOU JUST don'.tli~len! War sol 02128
JA.MK"i! Pg. 7 wa~ the Best in my life·Love Oarbara
AGORA: STUDENT TO student help. Northwest
corner ~I' Mesa Vista Hall or..277.3013.
02/28
FREE GREEN CHILl on any egg breakfast at tlte
Morning Glory- Cafe, including breakfast special: 2
eggs, 2 !iau~agcs (J10mcmadc), 2 toast and homcfries
made from real potatoes; all for only 51.69 at the
Morning Glory Care 2933 Momc Vista 268.7040.

0)/02

2\14-1061.
!fin
VESPA MOTOR SCOOTER 4-speed 125ec, NEW,
'Xlmpg. Craig, 883·0004.
03/02
OUITfiR AMPLIFIER: ACOUSTIC 150·105, <X·

ccllent conditiolt, Negotiable, 266-7294.

03/0S

1968 MERCURY COUOfiR ..good condillon .. but

needs some work. Call 243·7387 or 266-647S,
$500.00.
tf/n
LfiBRfiDOR CROSS PUPPIES free to good home.

Eight weeks. 345•9230, '
OJ/0$
1972 PLYMOUTH FURY Ill, c~cellcot condition,
low mile;~ge, Sl 500. Days 277-2709, eves, 268~2827,
02128
SINOLE MATTRESS $10,00. Evenings 842.{)611.
03/01

BICYCLE TIRE SALE! Compare p_rices, special
shipment, Michelin zigzag sport: $3.50. Mic:helin high
speed: S3.50. Michelin Elan: buy 2uget 2 rree or $4.00
each. Last chance for these wQndcrful prices! Richmond Bicycle Supply 102 Rlchmono NE,
03/07
BERTIN IO·SPEED. OOODshape. $95. 242·3896.
03/06

UNM, utilities
03/06

RENT: ROOMS in ex-sorority house on
campus. Kilchen, parking privileges, Utilities paid;
Female grads preferred. Barbara: 842·9)\19 or 842·

FOR

6.

1961.
02128
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share large 3 bdrm.

EMPLOYMENT

MEN! WOMENf JOBS. Cruise ships, freighters. No
experience. High payl Sec Europe, Hawaii, Australla,
So. America. ·Career, Summer! Send $2.75.for inf6.
Ia SEll WORLD DZ Box 61035, Saclo., Cf\95860,

home with male & female; 1 mlle frQm campu5,
$1J!imo. inc:ludes utilities, washer·dryer, yard, the
02128

03/0l
OVERSEllS JOBS..SUMMER/ycaF round, Europe,

ONE OR TWO female roommates needed Ia shar_e
three bedroom hoUse in SE. $100/momh plus share

pref~rr¢d,

appro'limatcly 25

or morning hour$, Appl)l Martin MairHenance 131
Mesilla NE, Mo-nday, Tucsdp.y, Wednesday, ~:006:00pm.
02128
CAMP fiRE SUMMER resident comp positioni
open. Counselors, nurse, cooks, horse director,

MISCELLANEOUS

NEW WATfiRaED. $109.95 ~uys you I) dark

walrniHiln.ined Ooor fran1o, 2) silfc!y lf!ter, 3) finest
lap seam mutt res~. any size with three year guarantee.
Water Trip,, 3407 Central NE.
04/21
LOOKINO FOR GROUP 0 and 8 blood dono"'

Please con\nct~ f)lvl~lon or Tropical & OcogrAphit:
Mediclno, 943 Sinnrord Or. NE M·<i, 277o3001 or
277-2813 and us~ for Lorry Sax.
02/26
WOOD You believe... 3019 CENTRAL NE, three

doors cast of Lobo Theatre.

(lJ/07

W fiNTED .. DOUQLE BED-any kind, Call 2ll·
9349.
tf/n

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

s.

America,

Austrl:lli~,,

Asia, cu:. All flclds, $500

~

ACROSS
1 Color
5 High point
9 SavDr·y
14 Rattle
15 Alpaca, e.g.
16 Dryas-17 Severn tributary
. 18 Girl's name
19 Rakes
20 Vegetable
21 Horse race
surface:
2 words
23 Wraps up
25 Insects
26 College
deg.: Pl.
27 Tooth
29 Devil
32 Had regard
35 Mongrels
36 Mix·
37 Bovines
3.8 Poem part
39 Strobile
40 State: Abbr.
41 Vandals
42 Army
43 Sixth sense:
Abbr.
44 Properly
45 Title

46 Den
48 Cork

52 Ferns
56 High card
57 Necktie
58 Nine: Prefix
59 Preposition
60 Cubic meter
61 U.S. playwright
62 Sensed
63 Agreed with
64 Take five
Minera.Is
DOWN
1 Fruit
2 Crow
3 "Half-Is better .. "
4 Asian coin
5 Prizes
6 Soft drinks
7 P.ops'
spouses
8 High notes
.9 Par~u
10 Around
11 .Applies
heavily:
3 words
12 Adjective
suffix: Pl.
13 "-, dem,
and dose"

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tuesda.y's PJ,Jzzle Solved

es

21 Pleased
22 Nova Scotia
cape
24 Auguries
27- bone
28 Fine$0- stole
31 Top man:
Abbr.
32 Occur
33 WW-11 group
34 Joined again
35 Creel: Brit.
36 Steep slope
36 Shake
42 Spanish rivers

44 Ate little
45 Wall or

Yonge47 Be fond of
48 Intones
49 Important
Can. export
50 School: Fr.
51 Splits
.
52 Assemble
53 Italian commJJne
54 - apparent
55 Girl's name
59 Flying
saucer:
Abbr.

03/06
mngnifl<cn!ly HAPPY 22nd BIRTHDAYI!II Sunny.
02/28

HAPPY 22NO BIRTHDAY!!!!!!! Ac:cAdSale$man,
Hare, Singer/Songwriter cxtraordinaire. all around
I!QI)d ~ld··aliasJim, From theOne.·Oh-Fivers. 02128

2.

..

LOST & FOUND

LOST: FRIDAY IN flnth.l10, Tll7 caeulator.
•cwar~. 88 1·9186.
03/01
LUST:

TURQUOISE

AND jacklah

Sentimerunl value. Reward. 277·6151.

necklace.

02128

LOST: CIUOLfl HIOH ring, initials J.E.fl. Reward.
898·5959,
02128

3.

SERVICES

KINKO'S TYPINO SERVICE (IBM Seleciric) and

now 3 minute Passport Phofos. No appointment.
268·8515. We do keys.
lrn
QA TYPINO SERVICE, A complete typing and
editorial syst~m. Tetll!iiCal, general, legal, medica[,

The top ten college teams for .
the week ending Feb. 26
determined by a poll of the
LOBO sports staff.

scholasJic. Chorts & lables. 345-2125.
04127
TYPINO, NIOHTS, WEEKENDS. Pal, 293-8688,
I
03/06
TYPIST , TERM PAPERS,. Thesis, R.esumes. 299·.
B970.
03/116
GUITAR LESSONS: ALL "Yies. Mare•• Ouitar
Sou din. 265·)315.
tf/n
COCHITI MOTORS. WE fix ca". 6B04 Cochili SE.
268-4071.
03/0l

** Career Opportunities **

Malibu Grand Prix has built a public skilled driving
course for your enjoyment. On Monday, March 5, at
10:00 a.m., interviews will be held for male/female
cashiers, receptionists, pit attendants and mechanics.
Full/Part time opportunities are available. Malibu is
located just 3 miles north of 1-40, just off 1-25. Take the
Montgomery exit or San Mateo exit.

WATCH REPAIR AND jewelry repair. Beat big

I. Notre Dame
2.UCLA
3. Michigan State
4. LSU
5. Indiana State
6. North Carolina
7. Duke
8. Syracuse
9.lowa
10. Louisville

22-3
21-4
2~5

22-4
26-0
21-5
2~6

Ne~

Mexico Daily ·Lobo

24-2
19-6
23-6

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Me%ico DaUy
times(s) beginning ~--~----• under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; · 2. Lost & Fourtd;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

Lobo

Diver Tjelle Qualifies
The UNM womens swimming team was not at its best for the Regional
Championships that took place .over the weekend.
"I don't think we performed the best that we could have," said coach
Sam Jones.
Only one member of the team qualified for the nationals, Karlin Tjellein
the three-meter diving. Amy Williamson finished 11th and Jackie Lovato
finished 13th in the same event.
l'jelle also finished 2nd in the one-meter diving just missing the
qualifying score by 7 points.
.
The best UNM could do besides that was a fourth place finish in the 200. yard free relay,
In other events iammy McGrath finished sixth in the 400 yard in·
dividual medley and Janie Cooper finished seventh in the 200 yard but·
tetfly. In the 400 yard medley UNM could finish no better than seventh,
TheUNM team finished ninth in the 200 medley and in the JOo:yard
butterfly Janie Cooper had one of the highest finish for the L.ohos at the
meet, as she finished fifth.
UNM could do no better than seventh in the other events and failed to'
qualify for the finals of many events.
Overall UNM had a very T01Wh week ·
' • re:_
I chan· .JflS h'InS.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
I

ClassifieCI Advertising Rates.
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance
Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Enclosed S·--~- Placed by

.

.,

-----~

Tclcllhone:_ _ _ _ _~

.....

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerq~e, New Mexico 81131

:··, .
•••• ,'

....- -

experience_

8,

03/05

DEAR HARE., HAVE an incredibly, SIUpcndoos and

...
__ j

~l 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 M~naul NB.
03/09
PART TIME CAMPUS COORDINATOR,

hrs.!wk. Conroe! NMPIRO, 277·27l1.
03/0i
PfiRT-TII\1E JANITORS, m~le ~nd. rem~IC, .Veiling

66 WHITE MUSTANG, brand n~w 200 CID engine,
automatic transmission, new tires, AIC, $2300. Call

!'lilihcd lownhouse 1 mile from CC!mpus. $11_0 mo.,
utilities paid. 242-2214 after IOpm.
03/05
FOR RENT: APPROX. mid-March; new furnished
·tudio apartment with .fireplace, skylight, WQOd
lour,-,; neat University; $175: 266·7698.
02/28

work•. 266·2905 or 242·2259.

FOR SALE

New tires, new batlery, Call Gordon 293-97]2 after

2!i2·1151 Valley Rentals S3l fee.
03/02
ALt UTILITIES PAID, Carpeted three bedroom,,
fenced yard, kids, pels. $190. 262·1751.
03/02
fl VfiiLfiBLE MARCH I, EFFICIENCY apt,
Walking dl~tanee .. UNM·•TVI. Util, paid,
$15ltmonth. 345·2627 or 842.0830.
03/02
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share fur-

bloc~

Ol!OI

<i:30.

03/02

EFFICIENCY $125,00 ONE
paid. 255,1616.

02/21!

Sa_turdn)' nlgh1s. Must be 2l years old. Apply In
person, no phone calls pl~a~e. Sa,vr;way Liquor Stor~s

1966 FORO OfiLAXIE. 7 Iller Series, PB·P5-AC.

Mountain. Modern apliances, storage, $12(), Kids
fine. 262-1751 Valley Reruals $35 fee.
03/02
NEEO A RENTER While on Sabbatical? Call ~68·
COZY SOUTHEAST ONE bedroom, newer fur.
n·ishjngs. shopping nearby,· $100 Includes "Utilities.

03/09

Deadline; for applicatlo!l Mar, Isl,

Ol/01
EFFICIENCY fiPT. AVAILABLE March I. Near

VOLVO 1225 1961, Parting out. 'Good engine. many
other parts. Caii26S-0023.
03/02

FENCED TWO bedroom Off

Tues. lhru Sat. IOain-1 pm. 268-2823.

TEfiCHilRS NEilPEP fl~l. subjects, freedom
UniverSity, 266·1619. Classes l>ogin flprll. 9th.

nee~cd, 265·&766, 9:00-4:!0.

Regulorl1 $800. Now $150. Cash. Cull 299·6347 or
881-4889.
02128

03/02

76~7.

l'fiRT.TJME OPENINOSI THIU!E ovcnings 6!
SatUrdnYS. O~o~ .pay, Phone before noon, 262·0330.
Ol/01

but still under womanly, automatit: bobbin winder,
blilldhcms, makes buttonholes, has computerized
stretch S!itch. Al~o doc10 lots of fancy stitc:hes.

NE, .243·2494.
04121
UNBEfiTf\BLE THREE BEDROOM, double bath,
off San Pedro. SJ75, fenced, kids, pels. 262~1751

Valley Rentnls$35 fee,

:;:;:;==c;;;-===-:-:-:--:-.....--:-~0:::3;,;10~5

PfiRT TIME JOB gradual• students only. flfler·
noons and _evellings. Must be riblc lo worJ.; Friday and

MOVlNO, MUST sgLL: gr~cn lierculon ~>ora-
$60,00, Caii26S·l036.
tf/n
TEAC 160 CASS~TTE R~CORPER w/Dol~y,
SilO. 25S-4710.
02128
O~RMAN
SHEPHERD-DOBERMAN oro"
puppies. $25. 296-2974.
02128
SINGER :FUTURA TOP of the line, slightly used,

rates, 3712 Cermal SE ncar·UNM. Phone255·3172.
~eated

cnvlronmentnl cduc1Uion d!r(:t!Or, ·program director

backgrounds, taStt:!'S 1 a_ges. Selection guar~ntce~.
$15.00 With I,D. Tlu~·Roomrnale Gallery, 266,5959.

5.

NOB HilL MOTEL. Reasonable daily and weekly

fiLPHfl STUDIOS, FURNISHED,

$1,~00 monthl)l. ijxpenscs paid. Sightseeing. Free.
info .• Write: IJC, Box 4490·ND, Dor~cley, Cfl \14104.

org;~.nizlns

HOUSING

4.

bu~es,

to UNM,

ov•nillg, 2~2.0986.

disa~vainaged

FOR

styl". 2123 San Mateo NE. (Behind ~fiG SHOP.)
HUSKY & SHEPHERD CROSS puppy, 6 mos. old,

Five Lobos are heading for nationals.

AVfii~AaLE

bedroom or cffici~ncy, $185~$230, All utililies paid.
Deluxe kitchen whh dishwasher & disposal,
recreation room, swimming pool, TV room &
lal,ll)dry. Adult compJe;Ji;, no pets. 1520 University

CASH PAID FOR" used women's cl!lthing·•current

COLE PHOTO

TUTORINO

bedr~,>om ~losQ

•grocery. laundry, TVI-UNM. $120/mo. Mornings,

studenu in Pre-Nur~in~ course requiremenl.~:
Chemistry II_ I, 212i Biology 123, 238, 239; Nursing
240i Pharmacology 2.76, Call _277.2507,
03/02

Photography, ·silversmithing, ceramics and lots more..:Free workshops in SUB basement.
Ol/02.

4818,

beautiful unique twp

ho•pl!ul. !200. 294·1217.
02/28
ROOMMATE .. FINDINO . SERVICE,
fill

NEED HEl-P WITH Papers7 Typing, C(Htiog,
revision, r~search. ~8 l-)001.
03/07
HA YE PAPERS, THESIS Jo typc;o in a hurry? ~all
exprnicnccd tYPist. 265.0023, Cheapest rate,
03/02

School.Rd. B8J.5777.
02126
THE CITfiDEL ..SUPi!RB location near UNM &
downtown. Good bus service every 30 minutes. I

B:OOpm al The Craft ·shop. irt SUB basement. Also
Photography workshops Thursdays 6:00-8:00. 03/02
THERE WILL 01:; a Prc~Health Professions Club
meeling at 7:30pm on Monday Man;:h S ln Ortega
ISJ. Topic: Emergency Medicine.
.03105
NEED A RIDE to New Orleans ror Spring Break?
We need a rider to share ga.o;, Call 277·1~87 or 217-

of utilitle~. Furnished e~~:~cpl ror I bedroom. 268~
0314.
OU28
APARTMENT FO~ RENT, available M•reh I,

Ceotral SE. ;z66.qQ2. ·,., · • · ·
'63/07
TYPINO, FU\STQUfi~JTY, Holly 243-3463, 03/01
PERFECT! ONIST TYPIST·•268-4073, Michelle,
03/02
24 HOUR TYPING service. 2)5.9426, B42·1383,
Jean.
04/11

YOGA. FOR HEALTH, and rela;~~atlon, 877-~183
after 9pm and w~ekends,
. . 021.28
EXPRESS YOURSE~F fiT the Craft Shopl

FR.EE CERAMIC WORKSHOP Mondays 6:00-

Seven Lobo Matmen
Place In Top Four

filii$;

!il9re price$. Ouar_anteed work. Mother Lode Z318

i\.CCURATE INfOI\MATJON II BOUT'· eon;

NordiCs Dominate Regionals
By I•ETER MADRID
Th~ UNM ski team ended its
season over the weekend at the
regional meet at Solitude. Ski Area
outside of Salt Lake City., Utah, but
managed to qualify five skiers for
nationals.
Tarmo Hahto, the men's crosscountry standout will head for
national competition as will women
cross-country s~iers Paula Tur-

PERSONALS
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Wonderland blues

. . . Career resource fair

By DEBORAH NASON
Dorothy was downright bored. Excitement in Kansas had ceased since
her fantastic flight over the r::~inbow. With the exception of going to and
from class, which was a real arag, the raging winter weather had kept her
pretty much cagea in the wrought iron room she occupied in Emerald Hall,
She wnntcd out; out of school, out of Emcr::~ld and out of Kansas. Spring
break was nearing but she had no place to go and no frien(.ls to go with.
Almtic Em was simply too ola to venture much beyond the pig sty. Uncle
H cnry was busy f<1ttcning his over-pricea cattle while Zeke ana Ray were
still stuck in their tractors waiting for their face to face confrontation with
Big Bad Wolf Bcrglana at the Agricultme Dept. At wits' end, slw went
over to the union and eyed the ride board. She mused;
"Two riders wan tea to Kingdom Corne, leave ASAP, nope; Three men
in a tub need navigator for sea voyage, free passage, nope; Female
travelling companion wanted to Wonderland and back, share expenses,
call Alice 327-6881, that's the one."
Dorothy lrkd for days to reach Alice. Some mad man named Hatter said
she was out catching some floating card game. Two days before break she
f'inally spoke to her in person.
"Hello Alice? This Dorothy, I'm calling about the ad you put up on the
ride board."
"Far out, we finally got it together. I'd like to leave this place Friday
night, spend the night with Hansel and Gretel, then buzz staight through to
Wonderland. The first parade starts Saturday morning-beads, boys,
doubloons, drinks, sailors, and sinners, Can you dig it?"
Friday night. Dorothy was ready, They left the campus in a hurry only to
get to lhe gas station and find no unleaded fuel. Rumpelstiltskin mumbled
something about an energy crisis. The whole deal was cancelled; stuck in
Waco with the Wonderland Blues again.

Honors Program covers selfexploration, career resource ex·
ploration and job seeking skills
such as resume writing and interview techniques.
"Students need to realize that it's
difficult to find a job when you
don't know what you're looking
for, and it's difficult to know what
you're looking for when you don't
know basic things about vourself."
four orientation sessions are held
each semester for students. There
are four sessions for freshmen,
sophomores and Juniors and four
sessions for seniors .and graduate
students. The orientations give
students an overview of what
services UNM offers.
"A lot of people still think of us
as a placement office," she said
"We try to keep students up to dat~
on jobs available. in their fields of
interest and we have information
on what jobs are in demand.''
She said the computer link-up
with GIS is a valuable resource' for
students.

Summer jobs avaJ1able
Summer jobs with three federally funded government programs are open to qualified UNM students,
U NM Career Service has announced.
The Federal Summer Intern Program is offering
internships in the Washington, D.C. area for juniors,
seniors and graduate students with majors in law,
engineering, physical science, natural science, Indian
education, political science, urban studies, geography,
computer science, economic&, history, business and
public administration.
Some of the agencies sponsoring the intern program
are the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration; National Archives and Records
Service; Department of 1-Iealth, Education and
Welfare; National Park Service; Department of
Housing and Urban Development, and the Department of Agriculture. For additional information and
application materials contact Tina Ludutsky-Taylor in
Career Services at Mesa Vista Hall Room 2131.
A limited number of job opportunities involving
laboratory experiences and field work are available
from the U.S. Geological Survey. Applicants should
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be majoring in geology, earth science, engineering,
mathematics, physics, chemistry or geography.
Cof11pleted Standard Form 171 ana 226 must be
mailed on or before March I to: U.S. Geological
Sur~::ey, P.O. Box 25046, MS 102, Denver, Colo,
80225. Positions will be available after April 15, 1979.
The U.S. Geological Survey jobs are located in
Colorado, Kansas, Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico,
North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas,
Utah and Wyoming. Applications for these jobs are
available at Career Services.
The National Weather Service Southern Region will
accept applications for the position of Student
Assistant (Meteorlogical Technician) between March
I 5 and April 15. To qualify for these jobs a student
must have completed at least two ·years of college
including 12 semester hours in meteorology,
mathematics, engineering or physical science.
To apply, an individual should mail a complete
Standard Form 171 to: Personnel-Division, National
Weather Service Southern Region, 819 Taylor Street,
Room lOE09, Fort Worth, Texas, 76102.

contln~ed

"You don't need a computer
background to use GIS,"
Ludutsky-Taylor said. "It's fun to
use and a lot more students are
beginning to use it. Students can
interact with the computer. If
students don't know exactlY what
jobs they are interested in then they
can give the computer a list of
characteristics and it prints out a
list of occupations that meet those
characteristics."
GIS also has files on New Mexico
occupations, financial aid and state
schools, including technicalvocational schools.
More employers have come on
campus to recruit this semester than
at any time since the· 1960s,
Ludutsky-Taylor said, Primarily,
they are looking for business,
engineering and technical students.
''There has ·been a steady increase Of recruiters on campus for
the last three years," she said. "All
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ot our interview rooins are booked
through March so far."
She said most recruiters who
come to UNM are out-of-state
employers. New Mexico firms
which interview students include
the Los Alamos and Sandia
scientific. laboratories, Mountain.
Bell and mining companies.
. "But most New Mexi~:o ~:om
panics are more likely to list jobs
with us rather than come on the
campus," Ludutsky-Taylor said.
In addition to the services already
provided by her office, LudutskyTay)or said ·she would like to
develop closer relationships with
individual advisement centers in
each of UNM's co!Ieges.
"Academic advisement and
career counseling should go handin-hand,'.' she said. :'UNM is
moving in the direction of having
campus-wide cooperative ed).lcation
programs such as those already
established in the engineering and
business schools."

·Thursday, March 1, 1979

BEF bill iJoes to House

When you apply for a summer
for everybody· else who wants a
job by mail, watch your presen- summer job. Or you could intation-not only appearance (of vestigate late registration.
course, _you should type neatly) but
If you have good speech and
also content. Don't say, "I want to communication skills and an
spend the summer in Maine." The outgoing personality,- you'll have a
employer will think you care more better chance in a summer job
about the scenery ·than about his interview. An articulate person has
summer theater.
a definite edge over someone who's
When you get an application more reserved and shy.
blank in the mail from an ernIf you want a high-paying
player, respond immediately, arid position in an expensive resort, you
fill out the form completely.
must bring some professionalism to
Employers are looking for people
the job. That means experience in a
who get the job done fast and similar job and it also means a
thoroughly.
professional attitude. Professionals
• Don't apply for a job if you can't aon't just work from 9 to 5 o'clock;
stay for the whole season.
and they don't have to be told what
Employers expect you to keep your to do; they show initiative and
contract commitments. · Many imagination on their own.
employers
pay you a bonus on
your base pay throughout the
Summer camp managers obsummer only if you stay past Labor viously look for people who like
Day. ·If your school starts before -kids and relate to the· needs of
Labor Day, maybe you should talk children. But they also look for
to the administration about the people with altruistic values who
problems that creates for you and want to help others.

for·lo~

SPECIALS

Campus doors have opened to
the New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group. However;· PlRG's
two staff members will not be
crossing the threshold.
PIRG's Board of Directors
started moving Wednesday from
their $210-a-month office at 139
Harvard SE to their rent-free office
in room 1057 in Mesa Vista Hall on
UNM's campus.
. Dean of Students Katen Glaser
said office space on campus was
provided to PIRG based on her and
the ASUNM president's decision
· which gives top priorfty to chartered organizations which serve a
significant amot,int ofstudents. •
The Director of P.lRCi,- Barbara
Escher, and .the staff researcher,
Richard Moore, gave their concurrence to the boards' decision to
lay them off .of PIRG's staff. Both
Escher's and Moore's resignation
took effect Wednesday. ,.
The board's votes to lay off
Moore and Escher and the decision
to move to ·Mesa Vista Hall were
reflective of the board's attempt to
straighten out PI RG's financial
difficulties, said PIRG's board
chairman, Robert Roibal.
About 30 graduate students
already have applied to PIRG's new
position of campus coordinator,
Roibal said. The campus · coordiliator· will work at least 25 hours a
week rather than the f~ll time
positions occupied by Escher artd
Moore, he said.
I>JRG's move on campus brings
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Student
Special

$515

KR-6030 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER·
80 watts per channel, minimum RMS at 8 ohms
from 20-20,000 Hz with no more than 0.1%
total hannonic distortion.
Orlg. $535.00
Dillard's Normal Discount $449.95

Student
__ • I

$

Spec1a

Student
Special

3449

5

*383.
vu-:-.
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TED DC STEREO AMPLIFIER

. minimum _tnto 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz .
no more than 0.03% total harmonic distortion.

Student
Special
•
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·*283

KR-5030 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

60 watts per channel, minimum RMS at 8 ohms
20·20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.1% total ·
harmonic distortion.
>
Orlg. $445.00 .
Dillard'r. Normal Discount $359.95
i

KA•81 00 Integrated DC Stereo AmpUfler
75 wats, minimum Into 8 ohms from 2()..20,000 Hz.
Originally $419.95
·

• .

.

FROM HERE TO INFINITY
Starring Vivitaz: Sarles 1 90rnm f/2.5 Telt!!Photo Lens
with Corrector-r.,acro Adapter·
Available in these mounts:
The 90mm f/2.5 compUter designed optics gives
Canon,
Universal, Olyll'lpus,
edge-to·!Kige sharpness from infinity to one-half Ute size (1 :2).
Nikon

Orig. $439.95
Dillard's

Discount $338.00

Student
Sp~cial

*193
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l.ndians move to cities
By BILL.JOHNSON
If American Indians continu~
moving to cities high dropout and
low achievement rates in school will
become growing problems which
many U.S. cities will have to deal
with, according to Dr.· Alan
Sorkin's new book, "The Urban
American Indian."
Indians in New Mexico are hard
struck by these conditions.
Dr. Sorkin, of the University of·
Maryland, says the Indian·
population has shifted in recent
years to where .more than one half
of the one million Indians now.

dwell in cities. ,
· Dr. Roxanne Ortiz, the coor·
dinator of the Native American
Studies Center at UNM, said in
New Mexico, where about60,000 to
100,000 Indians reside, there is
widespread racism which prevents
Indians from getting jobs.
The average Indian has a sixth
grade
education,
language
problems, and lacks specific job
skills whh:h prevents him from
getting a job in the city, she said.
Albuquerque, which has 5 per
ce.nt general unemployment rate,
houses about 18,000 Indians of

Fowl bite sparks
·Wild goose chase

P,IRG offices move
onto UNM campus

KR-9600 STEREO RECEIVER

.~

Rep. Murry Ryan, R-Sierra and
and one .of the non-voting members
on the BEF, testified in favor of the Grant, said of HBJOO, "It is time
bill, saying, ''Students are the for this kind of concept. Students
"direct consumers of education. Ex- on the BEF can make a con·
officio status limits discussion and siderable contribution.''
Although Rep, James Otts, Dstudent input falls on deaf ears."
An ex-officio member can make Eddy, pointed out that though the
motions but cannot vote.
bill might provide a conflict of
The bill calls for one student interests, he endorsed the measure.
representative to be appointed from
After the hearing. Nunez said, "I
either UNM or NMSU and the hope the student support shown
other· memb.er to be chosen from .here today will continue. It wasn't
one of the smaller institutions. there in the Senate.''
Student membership on the board
Nunez said he anticipates trouble
would be restricted to student body in getting the · bill passed on thf'
presidents.
House floor.

Reservations emptying

The N:aval Reserve Officer Training Corps Unit at UNM, on probation
for. failing to meet its midshipmen quota, "can't compete with big name
universities'' when it .comes to recruiting prospective officer candidates.
''UNM doesn't have the drawing_ power like Nortre Dame or the
Massachusettes Institute of Technology," said Lt. Col. R. E. Kirkpatrick,
executive officer of UNM's NROTC.
·
Midshipmen who receivi: a NROTC Scholarship can go to almost any
university in the country. The cadets usually go to the more popular
schools, he said.
Kirkpatrick said that UNM is a good school, "the engineering schools
are the best in the .country," but many pe9ple just do not know that much
· aboutUNM.
Last fall UNM's NROTC unit failed to meet its quotaofli midshipmen
enrolled in the junior class. The unit has 13 juniors.
Subsequently the Department of the Navy put the unit on three years ·
probation.
It appears the unit may be on probation at least one more year because
there are 15 sophomores now enrolled.
. Kirkpatrick said it is· possible that the Navy may discontinue the unit.
However, the Navy Department may decide it is worth saving because it's
the only program in New Mexico and Arizona, he said.
·

will

160 watts per channel, minimum RMS at 8 ohms,
20-20,000 Hz with no more than 0.08% total
hannonic distortion.
Once in a Lifetime Price, Orig. $799.95
Dillard's Normal Discount $629.95

Ana, no.ted that since the Senate
· measure was killed earlier in the
•legislative session, HB300 "is the
only vehicle to go on."
.
In his explanation of the bill,
Nunez told the committee he feels
student input on the BEF is not
recognized because the students on
the board have no vote. His bill, he
said, would give students some
"decision-making" power on· the
BEF.
Jim Masse, director of. the
Associated Students of New
Mexico, student body president at
the New Mexico State University

NROTC.unit
on probatiOn

By BILL JOHNSON
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.By DEBBIE LEVY
SANTA
FE-The
House
Education Committee Wednesday
gave a do-pass recommendation to
a measur~ allowing two students as
voting members of the Board of
Educational Finance.
The bill now goes to the House
floor.
·
The measure, HB300, sponsored
by Rep. Felix Nunez, D-Bernalillo,
had a .twin. bill introduced in the
Senate which was killed on the
Senate floor.
Education. Committee chairman
R!!P· Ralph Hartman, D-Dona

Rep. Felix Nunez, 0-Bern.
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Students sitting around
the duckpond are advised to watch out for
vicious geese.
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the organization closer to students,.
saidASUNM Senator Doug Atwell.
PIRG's board ·members had
expressed in the past that the
organization's move on campus ·
could promote the student input
needed to serve the students' needs.

Senators go
to· conference
despite veto
Three ASUNM senators left
yesterday for a conference in
l'hiledelphia, despite ASUNM
President Mimi Swansqn's attempt
to veto a bill which would have
funded the trip.
·
ASUNM Vice President Leonard
Garcia and a delegation of senators
received approximatelY $1 100 from
the University to send Doug Atwell,
Valerie Ervin and Eirik Johnson to
the National Student Congress,
.. Which began today.
UNM administrative Vice
Pre~ident
Marvin
Johnson
authorized the money.
Swanson had written "veto'' on
the appropriation bill, but
neglected to sign the document.
_ihe ASUNM Student Court
decid~d to give. Swanson. until
midnight yesterday to consider the
bill.
Senator Eric Lucero said, "I'm
apalted she (Swanson) would put us
through so much hell for a worthy
cause,'' r.eferring to the conference.

KiNO PHOTO

Campus Police Wednesday questioned a UNM student after he
allegedly chased a goosewith a two-foot ahtminum pole.
_ . ,
UNM police officer Roy Brooks said Douglas Ham:, wh~ had been
bitten by a goose Monday, was passing by the .duck pond again
yesterday when a goose started chasing him.
Hanz then started chasing the goose, Brooks said.
· The police department was swamped with calls from angry persons
complaining aboutthe chase, Brooks said.
_.
_
'
Police determined that it was a case of "self·defensc."

whom 25 to 30 per cent to not have
jobs, Ortiz said.
In comparison, San Francisco's
unemployment rate runs 15 per cent
for the general population, and 20
per cent for the Indian population,
she said.
Where there arc larger Indian
populations, there is also
marginally higher Indian unemployment because employers are
exposed to stereotypes that portray
Indians to be "unstable" on the job
and to be "constantly absent" from
the job, Ortiz said. In cities which
house a smaller Indian population,
as in San Francisco, employment discrimination of Indians is not as
widespread, she said,
Ortiz said Indians move to cities
for jobs because of high unemployment on reservations .
The jobless rate on reservations
in New Mexico runs 80 per cent in
the north and from 40 to 60 per cent
in the south, she said. The
unemployment rate in Laguna
Pueblo is 20 per cent because
Indians work in a uranium mine
there, she said.
Sorkin perceives the Indian
relocation to cities to be a trend.
However, Ortiz said that polls
taken by urbail Jndian centers
indicate that 95 per cent of Indian
city dwellers would return to
reservations If jobs where made
available."The population .shift is more
like migrant labor than permanem
relocation," Ortiz said. Indian
migrant workers in Denver,
Albuquerque and Oklahoma City
come .from local reservations. They
usually return home on weekends,
drtizsaid. ·
When inflation rises and jobs
become scarce in New Mexi.:o's and
·Arizona's "cities, Indians are hit the
hardest
because of racial
di~crimination in the job market,
she said. "Wheil times get hard in
the city, Indians return to the
reservations to surviw."
UNM 's Indian Student dropout
rate of .SO per ceilt may be due to
alie.nation, lack of preparation and
a different value· structure, Ortiz
said.·
.
Indian values reflect generosity
and cooperation which conflict
with university demands of egotism
and competiveness, she. said. At
UNM, there about now 700 Indian
students, Less than 40 In(.lians
received Bachelor of Arts degrees
last year. "There should have been
· from 100 to !50 graduating/' Ortiz
said. UNM _has the highest rate of
Indian enrolfmcnt and graduation
in the country, she said. The second
largest university enrollment of
lni:liam. in Mintlesota, ranges from
~
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